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Genelec RAW

Easy on the eye.
Easy on the environment.
Introducing RAW, an eco-friendly reimagining of our most iconic studio,
AV and home audio models. Featuring a distinctive, recycled-aluminium MDE
enclosure design, RAW loudspeakers require no painting and less intensive finishing
than standard models. The result is a unique design aesthetic that allows the raw
beauty of the aluminium to shine through. And because it’s Genelec, you know it
will sound as good as it looks – in any setting.
We will be donating a percentage of every RAW speaker sold to
the Audio Engineering Society’s fundraising initiative – helping this much-loved
organisation continue its valuable work throughout the current COVID-19 crisis.

For more information visit genelec.com/raw
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ake a moment to remember those
we have lost: friends, industry
stalwarts and legends, loved ones.
On behalf of the team at Resolution,
thanks to the frontline workers
keeping us all safe. 2020 changes everything,
and you can be sure what we thought of as
‘normal’ will be reshaped. A YouGov poll of over
4,000 people found only 9% of Britons actually
want life to return to normal when lockdown is
over. More than half (54%) hope they will make
changes in their own lives, and for the country
as a whole to learn from the crisis.
We need to work together. Well done to
those in the audio industry who volunteered,
donated, or used their inventive imagination to
help others. Happily there are too many to
name everyone, but some whose imagination
impressed include SSE Audio (PA system for
Nightingale ExCeL NHS hospital), deltalive
(walkie-talkie radios to four hospitals in
London), Antwerp-based AED group
(developed UVC disinfecting lights), Toronto’s
Yorkville Sound (manufacturing ventilators),
and Wisconsin manufacturer Sound Devices
(turned production line over to face shields,
now making 30,000 daily). Arturia, Audio Ease,
Nugen, Steinberg, Synchro Arts and Sonnox

were among software developers helping
audio pros with free licenses for lockdownhome use.
For production pros, separation from facilities
and clients threatened livelihoods. Many of us
work isolated, but our workflows were not
actually prepared for isolation. Sometimes it felt
like being on a bridge to nowhere. Despite
familiarity with digital file-exchange, a lot of
production work was ill-prepared for lockdown.
This edition of Resolution contains a 10-page
Remote Production section, a ‘lockdown
special’. I spoke to colleagues and pros from all
branches of audio — from music recording and
ADR to hardware setup — and collated their
innovative ideas to share with readers. It was
fascinating to hear the twists and turns taken to
arrive at workable remote systems, and
revealing to discover that (in overview) many
production pros arrived at similar solutions via
different routes.
There is a highly synergistic circle of life in
audio. Now is the time to nurture relationships
and examine our procedures for working
together. Are they fit for purpose going forward?
Every sector in our industry needs to examine
the short and long-term changes required to get
through this. Be kind, and stay safe.

Nigel

Editor
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News

Ethiopia’s OBN installs
Lawo mc²36

Ethiopia’s public broadcaster Oromia
Broadcasting Network (OBN) has chosen
Lawo mixing consoles and I/O devices as
the basis for new DSNG units with 4K
workflow. Based in Adama, Ethiopia, OBN
is Oromia State’s leading media
organisation, serving a regional audience of
35m people, and viewers nationwide, via
satellite. For their two 4K standard OB
units, OBN chose self-contained Lawo
mc²36 mixing consoles, complemented
with Compact I/O units, for expanded
connectivity and use as remote stagebox
solutions. OBN’s first DSNG to be delivered
is a versatile 12-camera unit with a full 12G
workflow, capable of handling a wide
variety of ambitious live broadcast
situations, equipped with a 40-fader mc²36
console and Compact I/O.

MPG: UK recording
studios face closure

The Music Producers Guild has surveyed
the UK studio sector to discover the full
extent of the impact during Covid-19
lockdown. Research indicates 48% of
commercial recording studios could go out
of business within three months, unless they
receive support from the government. “The
UK has some of the finest recording studios
in the world, but unless the government
steps in with immediate support, half of
those studios won’t be around when things
get back to normal, and the knock-on
effects on the wider industry will be
disastrous,” said MPG executive
director Olga FitzRoy. “We welcome the
new grant announced on 10th May, but we
have yet to see details. The Culture
Secretary recently said he wanted to
protect ‘core architecture’ in the creative
industries.”
6 / May/June 2020

Grammy win at last for Lindberg
Until 2020, Morten Lindberg (Resolution V6.4) held the record for the most Grammy
nominations without a win — 36, with 28 of them in craft categories Best Engineered
Album, Best Surround Sound Album and Producer of the Year. Finally, at this year’s
Grammys, Lindberg carried off the award for Best Immersive Audio with the album LUX.
The music captured by Lindberg’s 2L label features Norwegian composers and
performers and an international repertoire, released on Hybrid SACD, Pure Audio Blu-ray
and as HiRes files. “Our ‘2L-cube’ microphone array is a consequence of the speaker
configuration in the Auro-3D playback system,” Lindberg explains. “I always use DPA
omnidirectional microphones in the main array… time of arrival, SPL and on-axis HF texture
is directly preserved in our 7.1.4 microphone configuration. Proportions are cubical and the
dimensions could vary from 120cm for a large orchestral array down to 40cm in an intimate
chamber musical context.”

Look forward to SoundPro’21
Hosted by the publisher of Resolution magazine and the IPS (Institute of Professional
Sound), SoundPro is an informal UK exhibition held every October with manufacturers,
distributors, dealers and service providers. “Being such a highlight of our year, it was a
tough decision to cancel SoundPro’20, but the correct one,” said IPS chairman Simon Clark.
“Right now, up close and personal is not possible, and that’s what makes this event so
special. Resolution and the IPS will make sure SoundPro’21 is better than ever.”
“We’re already planning a slate of informative sessions and talks”, adds Resolution owner
Dave Robinson, “location sound has been particularly hard-hit by the pandemic, and we
hope to present solutions and workflow innovations from leading production pros.”
SoundPro is a free-to-attend event for all sound professionals: location recordists, sound
mixers & supervisors, designers, installers, and audio students joining the industry.
www.soundpro.org.uk

APPOINTMENTS

SSL System T powers NBCUniversal
The new $125m NBCU Boston Media Center was built to support newsgathering
collaboration between NBC10 Boston, NBC Sports Boston, Telemundo Boston and
NECN (New England Cable News). Chris Wayland, general manager of NBC Sports
Boston and SVP and station manager of NBC10 Boston, described the complex as “the
most spectacular news facility in the world.”
Five Solid State Logic System T AoIP-networked mixing consoles handle all broadcast
production at the six-studio complex, which was designed and built on a SMPTE ST 2110 IP
backbone. Three studios serve NBC10 Boston, Telemundo Boston and NECN. NBC Sports
Studios 4 and 5 are combined into a single 4,800-sq.ft. space. Studio 6 is a flexible space
accommodating town hall meetings and special presentations. There are six control rooms,
plus a podcast studio, 60 broadcast service panels, and 90 channels of wireless mics
enable productions to broadcast throughout the 160,000-sq.ft. facility.

Hicktown’s 32 chan
Neve Genesys

Lectrosonics
records reality

German recording studio and label
Hicktown Records has added eight more
modules to the Neve Genesys console in
its main control room, bringing the desk
up to G64 32-channel specifications.
Based in Rosenheim, Bavaria, Hicktown
Records installed its Neve Genesys console
in 2009. Hicktown’s CEO, A&R manager
and producer Reinhard Gross had his eye
on the future because he ordered a G48
console with G64 dimensions, knowing that
at some point he would want to expand it.
“It is an amazing console, and of course it
has the unique Neve sound,” Gross says. “I
really like having two inputs for each
channel, which expands the desk from 32
channels to 64 channels returning from the
DAW and summing in analogue.”

“We might have up to 14 cameras running
at the same time,” says Dan Norton, audio
supervisor on ABC’s The Bachelor reality
TV series. “For each camera, there’s a
mixing person running around with an
audio bag to capture all the different
scenarios. DCHT transmitters ‘hop’ the
stereo mix from each bag to the M2R
receiver, which is also stereo, that’s
mounted on each camera. Though we
record multi-track audio at the location and
in the field, we’re also recording ENG-style
direct to the cameras, which is what the
Lectrosonics gear is for,” adds contractor
RGEAR owner Gregg Kita. “Due to the time
crunch factor, the post crew rely on the
ENG mixers to give them good stereo mixes
on the cameras.”

The Recording
Academy (Grammys)
announced the
appointment of Valeisha
Butterfield Jones as its
first chief diversity &
inclusion officer, a role
among the
recommendations from the organisation’s
Task Force for Diversity and Inclusion.
Butterfield Jones will report directly to
Academy chair and interim president/
CEO Harvey Mason Jr.. Jones is the
co-founder of the Women in
Entertainment Empowerment Network
(WEEN), and previously served as the
global head of inclusion for Google, Inc.,
responsible for accelerating diversity,
equity and inclusion outcomes for
under-represented communities internally
and externally across the global brand.
Prior to joining Google, she served as the
national youth vote director for the
Obama for America campaign.
ABBA co-founder
Björn Ulvaeus has
been appointed
president of CISAC
(International
Confederation of
Societies of Authors
and Composers) which
represents more than 230 author’s
societies in over 120 countries. Ulvaeus,
said: “I have made a great living as a
songwriter and an artist, and I have been
fortunate enough to have enjoyed a lot
of success. Now, as President of CISAC, I
am happy to have a different kind of
opportunity, to try and help the next
generation of creators in their working
lives. CISAC has a unique international
authority, and I believe passionately in its
mission to secure better, fairer terms for
creators.”
Schoeps GmbH has
appointed Philippe
Sadoughi to the role of
director of sales for
France. Sadoughi
brings to this position
38 years of distribution
experience in the
professional audio industry. With 15 years
as director of sales and marketing for
Shure, and 20 years as sole distributor for
Sound Devices (from day one), as well as
distribution of other high-end pro audio
brands such as Aphex, Symetrix,
Microtech-Gefell, Audix and Lectrosonics,
he is well known within the industry.
Sadoughi will be in charge of establishing
and supervising the sales network as well
as support for Schoeps microphones in
all relevant markets segments.
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APPOINTMENTS
Lawo announced the
appointment of Johan
Boqvist to the post of
senior product
manager, radio.
Boqvist comes to
Lawo with an
impressive career in
broadcast technology under his belt,
having spent 20 years at Swedish Radio.
He is a member of the board of the
Swedish Audio Engineering Society and
was a founding member of the taskforce
responsible for defining the AES67 AoIP
standard. He has also been an on-site
technical consultant for Public Service
Radio projects for the Swedish
International Development Cooperation
Agency, SIDA. Joining Swedish Radio in
2000, Johan helped the broadcaster
transition from analogue to digital
workflows and production systems at
the national sport channel, P4.
Atlantic Records UK
announced Rich
Castillo will join the
company as A&R
Director. He will report
to label co-presidents,
Briony Turner and Ed
Howard. Castillo joins
Atlantic from Sony/ATV Music Publishing,
where he held the position of senior
director of A&R. During his time there, he
helped restructure the A&R department
and signed Neave Applebaum, Pa Salieu,
TMS, and Wayne Hector. Briony Turner
said: “Rich has great ears and a brilliant
track record for finding and creating
massive pop hits. His experience and
energy will make him a welcome addition
to the A&R team. We’re looking forward
to all the amazing music and incredible
artists that we know he’ll be bringing into
the fold.”
Solid State Logic has
appointed Marc
DeGeorge to national
sales manager, audio
creation products.
DeGeorge, who was
previously US sales and
marketing manager,
music products, will
continue to report to Phil Wagner, senior
vice president, Solid State Logic, Inc.
“Marc has been a key part of our sales
team for almost a decade, and in his new
role he will help extend our success into
adjacent markets — particularly for our
products such as SiX and our new
interfaces,” said Wagner. “Through our
relationship with Audiotonix, we have
been able to substantially increase
manufacturing capacity while retaining
the quality SSL is known for.”
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API Legacy AXS for Tokyo college
An API Legacy AXS analogue console has
been installed by Mix Wave, (API’s
Japanese distributor of more than 15
years) into a Sam Toyoshima-designed
recording studio at the Tokyo College of
Music, part of a new campus dedicated to
student performances at the prestigious
establishment. This is the second Legacy
AXS to be installed in Japan, the first going
to the main control room of all-API facility
Studio Tanta, in central Tokyo.
TCM’s 48-channel console, customised
to suit the college’s exact requirements, has

been supplied in a 64-channel frame,
leaving space for expansion. The AXS
features API’s Final Touch motorised fader
automation for the 48 main faders and
masters. In the middle of the desk is a
15-inch centre section which includes 5.1
monitoring. “We listened to the sound of
the API Vision at NHK studio,” said
recording engineer Tatsuo Umetsu, “we
knew that putting together classical music
with API was a great combination. I really
like the microphone preamps; the sound is
really natural, warm and rich”.

TIDAL streams Dolby Atmos

Nugen in Demand

Dolby Laboratories and Tidal are making
Atmos Music available through Dolby
Atmos-enabled sound bars, TVs and AVR
home theatre systems. TIDAL HiFi users
will need to connect their Dolby Atmosenabled living room devices to a streaming
player running the most recently updated
TIDAL app. Compatible devices include
Apple TV 4K, Fire TV Stick 4K, Fire TV
Cube, Fire TV Stick (2nd gen), Fire TV (3rd
gen), and NVidia Shield TV or NVidia Shield
TV Pro (2019 or newer models). Subscribers
to the TIDAL HiFi tier with Android
smartphones or tablets will have access to a
growing library of music available in Atmos
from Universal Music and Warner Music
Group.

Demand Music, whose clients include
Beyoncé, Jason Derulo, Cascada, Armin
Van Buuren and Basshunter, has adopted
a variety of Nugen Audio tools. “I’ve used
SEQ-ST for precision EQing because it
sounds really clean and musical at the same
time “. Producer Chris Rudall utilises
Nugen’s MasterCheck to ensure music
reaches the listener as intended: “So much
of what we do is going out to radio or
streaming services, it’s difficult to make
dance and club music sound right because
the target is nightclubs and laptops all at
the same time”. ISLst intelligent look-ahead
limiter is also popular with Rudall: “It’s
amazingly transparent… with Nugen’s ISLst,
you just put it on and go”.

C E L E B R AT I N G

10 YEARS OF STUDIO ONE

Studio One is all about you: your place, your
music, and your workflow. Regardless of the
genres you choose to work in, Studio One
is intuitive and fast. Enjoy a traditional linear
workflow for live bands, or employ a beat-driven
or sequencer-based approach for hip-hop and
EDM. Studio One doesn’t get in your way, dictate
how you work, or what you work on. You do.
And while Studio One is easy enough for a
beginner to learn, it boasts advanced features
that award-winning professionals bank on:

©2020 All Rights Reserved, PreSonus Audio Electronics. PreSonus is a registered trademark of PreSonus Audio Electronics, Inc. Studio One is a registered trademark
of PreSonus Software Ltd. Melodyneis a registered trademark of Celemony Software GmbH. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Melodyne® pitch correction, robust hardware
integration with PreSonus® mixers and
interfaces, advanced comping, a mastering
suite, AAF support (for import/export of
sessions from other applications), and more.
As your demands and clientele grow—Studio One
will grow with you. Its ease-of-use, sonic quality, and
rock-solid stability will be there for you at day one.
Find your place in the world of Studio One
at presonus.com/studioone.
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Synchro Arts wins 2020
Queen’s Awards

Synchro Arts, the makers of VocALign
and Revoice Pro (Resolution V17.7), are
one of only four UK companies to win two
2020 Queen’s Awards for Enterprise: one
for Innovation, the other for International
Trade; the Queen’s Awards celebrate the
success of innovative businesses which
are leading the way with pioneering
products or services. Managing Director
and Founder, Jeff Bloom, commented:
“Synchro Arts has always tried to provide
audio professionals with tools that help
them deliver their very best work by
making specific audio editing tasks easier
and faster. We’ve achieved this by coming
up with solutions that had never even been
imagined, many of which remain unique”.

AES go virtual for Vienna

This year’s new online format for the AES Spring Convention — ‘Virtual Vienna” —
offered a variety of opportunities to experience an AES event like never before,
combining live streaming, on-demand content, and live Q&A dialogue into a new
experience, more accessible than ever. A slate of over 100 on-demand presentations was
viewable, from scientific research, to experimentation in practical applications of cuttingedge audio technologies outlined in engineering briefs.
This year’s Papers Program featured over 45 presentations, available on demand from
June 2nd, covering a variety of disciplines including audio signal processing, perception and
evaluation of audio, spatial audio, loudspeakers and microphones, recording and
production, audio education, network audio, room acoustics and more. Papers being
presented during AES Virtual Vienna will be available to attendees after the show and will
then join the archive of over 17,000 searchable documents in the AES E-Library.

Tileyard expands North

Audio Lisbon immersive with Genelec

Tileyard London, based in the city’s Kings
Cross area, is home to some 250 mainly
music/entertainment industry companies
— including the likes of Believe, Platoon,
Beats 1, Maverick and Empire — based in
a range of offices, studios and other
amenities. Tileyard has now revealed plans
to open a new site in Wakefield, West
Yorkshire. Plans are well underway for
Tileyard North, which is currently slated to
open in a collection of unused mill buildings
known as Rutland Mills, next to the city’s
Hepworth Gallery, in 2023. Within the
complex there are exciting plans for
workshops and music studios, Tileyard’s
Paul Kempe commented that: “We are
definitely going to run an education
programme there too, and we have already
been in talks with universities.”The first
building will be ready to welcome Tileyard
Education in September 2021, with Phase 1
of Tileyard North completed by December
2022 and then officially open in 2023.
10 / May/June 2020

Genelec Smart Active Monitors are central
to the immersive setup at Audio Lisbon’s
new post production facility in Portugal.
The purpose-built facility was created to
help the post house move into
international markets, with a 7.1.4
monitoring system selected to help it add
further value to the services it already
delivers. 8341A coaxial monitors have
been installed in the LCR positions, while
8340A two-way monitors have been used
for side and rear surrounds, and 8330A
two-way monitors handle the ceiling
channels. Two subwoofers have also been
employed: a 7370A subwoofer is coupled

with the front and surround monitors,
while the more compact 7360A model
was chosen to partner the ceiling
monitors.
With the new post facility now fully
operational, partner Pedro Carvalho is
certainly happy with the results it has
achieved, and the new monitors in
particular. “I’m a fan of these coaxial
models. The quality and sound detail is
impressive and the size/power ratio is
amazing. Even though we have chosen a
mixture of coaxial and conventional two–
way models for our system, the balance
obtained is really good.

THE SHOW MUST GO ON (YES IT MUST!)
AES VR Conf, ONLINE

17-19 August

CES, Las Vegas

BPM, Solihull

3-4 October

NAMM, Los Angeles 

6-8 October

ISE, Barcelona

Afial, Madrid
LDI 2020, Las Vegas

6-9 January 2021
21-24 January 2021
2-5 February 2021

19-25 October

Hi-Fi, Bristol

AES, New York

21-24 October

NAB, Las Vegas

10-14 April 2021

BroadcastIndia, Mumbai

29-31 October

Prolight + Sound

13-16 April 2021

SMPTE 2020, Los Angeles
Interbee, Tokyo

9-12 November
18-20 November

26-28 February 2021

MPTS, London

12-13 May 2021

High End, Munich

13-16 May 2021

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW...

NOW
SUPPORTING
AAX, AU &
VST3 PLUG-IN
FORMATS

PROGRAMMABLE ANALOG PROCESSING
McDSP is proud to introduce another hardware unit to the APB product line, the APB-8. The APB-8 functionality and capability is
identical to the APB-16, however the APB-8 is an eight (8) channel version.
The McDSP Analog Processing Boxes (APB-16, APB-8) combine the flexibility of software with the fidelity of premium analog processing.
Each channel can be controlled by an AAX, AU or VST3 plug-in, giving true digital workflow with genuine analog performance.
Processing options include compressors, mastering limiters, transient enhancement devices, multi-channel and multi-band
applications, and so much more... we're only getting started.
The units (APB-8, APB-16) can be combined on the same Thunderbolt bus, in any combination, up to five (5) units, for up to 80 channels
of programmable analog processing.
The APB-8 Analog Processing Box is now shipping. Contact your local APB Authorized Dealer today.
Visit mcdsp.com/apb for details, compatibility and system requirements.

P R O F E S S I O N A L

A U D I O

H A R D W A R E

A N D

S O F T W A R E

New Gear

New products
The essential briefing on the latest hardware and software
CEDAR Audio

PSP Audioware

The inventors of spectral editing have a
very significant update with several new
functions including INR: Impulse Noise
Reduction was developed as a more
powerful alternative to the well-known
Declickle module — to remove clicks and
noise bursts Declickle cannot — its
primary use is for forensics, it can also
be used for badly degraded audio such
as optical sound tracks.
There’s a machine learning algorithm for Retouch 8 to find all instances
of unwanted sound within the recording; a threshold control operates to
bias decision making so that you can find the exact level that includes
everything you want to remove. AI is also deployed for Spectral Repair:
only the significant signal within the region is identified and processed; all
low level signals as well as the ambience are left unaffected. Spectral
Repair also allows a wanted but too-quiet event to be amplified while
leaving the rest of the signal unaffected. One of the most frequently
requested upgrades for CEDAR Cambridge — PDF reporting — allows
users to output reports as standard PDF files as well as the HTML files
and XML files.

An infinitely
configurable
channel strip
plug-in (AAX, AU,
VST, VST3, RTAS).
PSP say: “you can
configure PSP
InfiniStrip with
whatever modules
you need and track
through them with
confidence that the plug-in isn’t adding any latency at all to your
recorded signal”. 22 independent processors divided into eight types of
modules (preamps, filters, compressors, equalisers, limiters, dynamic
modules — expander, ducker and gate — control, and special modules),
can be combined to create custom channel strips.
Initial testing at Resolution studios revealed some very interesting and
textured preamps for saturation: clean, ‘60s (valve), ‘70s (transformer),
‘80s (transformer-less). The VCA compressor has some analoguesounding funk, and the limiter is an implementation of the excellent
Twin-L (review Resolution V18.D).

www.cedaraudio.com

www.pspaudioware.com

Infinistrip

Cambridge v13

McDSP

Schoeps

Lawo

The APB-8 is an 8-channel version of the
APB-16 (review Resolution V18.4), with identical
functionality and capability. McDSP Analog
Processing Boxes combine the flexibility of
software with premium analogue processing.
Each channel can be controlled by an AAX, AU,
or VST3 plug-in, giving digital workflow with
genuine analogue performance. Processing
options include compressors, mastering
limiters, transient enhancement, multi-channel
and multi-band applications — apps are still
being developed. The units (APB-8, APB-16)
can be combined on the same Thunderbolt
bus, in any combination of up to five units, for
up to eighty channels of processing. Crucially,
McDSP has added AU and VST3 support to
AAX for all APB plug-ins. MSRP $4,499.

The renowned German
microphone manufacturer is
introducing new solutions for
tabletop miking, plus a new,
limited-edition set for indoor film
sound production — consisting of
an MK 41 supercardioid capsule, a
CUT 60 low-cut filter and a CMC 1
miniature amplifier. All three items
come in an attractive blue Peli
Case 1015, and they all have the
same special blue finish as
Schoeps’ well-known CMIT
shotgun microphones. The set also
includes
aB5D
popscreen, specially
constructed with an
interior air space for
optimal protection,
but minimal sound
coloration. ‘The Blue
Colette Set’ is available in a limited edition of
only 100 at the price of €1637 or $2070 per set.

Release 2020-2 introduces further control
enhancements for VSM, Lawo’s leading IP
broadcast control system. The new Flow State
Master functionality ensures an IP infrastructure
is in a deterministic routing state at all times. In
addition, it restores this state automatically after
partial or full outages. A great add-on service
for multi-studio facilities with frequent changes
to the studio floor setup is the Wallboxing
functionality, which allows moving devices
across an API-controlled IP infrastructure and
maintaining flow connectivity. With Network
Bridging, two or more independent VSMcontrolled IP installs can share sources marked
as ‘shared’ by operators. VSM Release 2020-2
will be available from summer 2020.

www.mcdsp.com

www.schoeps.de

www.lawo.com

APB-8 Analog
Processing Box
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Blue Colette Set

VSM 2020-2

LiquidSonics

Solid State Logic

A new reverb from
the makers of
Seventh Heaven
(Resolution V16.4)
supports 7.1.6
channels for Dolby
Atmos. Cinematic
Rooms introduces
‘surround editing
planes’, a tool that
enables
conceptually
subdividing the
surround space into front, rear, side, centre and elevated planes.
Parameters can be edited in each plane using relative offsets to the
master preset, allowing complex environments to be developed quickly.
Powerful crossfeed controls provide post-production engineers more
control over reverb propagation throughout a surround space, and
enhance pan tracking. Surround planes can be isolated acoustically from
one another if required. ‘Achromatic reflection’ algorithms maintain a high
degree of purity by minimising colouration.
Small room simulations often suffer from comb-filtering: LiquidSonics
say their DSP techniques enable shaping and positioning decorrelated
reflections in patterns, without creating peaks and deep notches in the
reflections signal. The ‘late reverb’ algorithm can create fully decorrelated,
convincing late reverberation that does not suffer from per-channel
drop-off in density as channel counts increase, with excellent ‘fold-down’
compatibility. The Professional Edition of the VST 2.4, VST3, AU and AAX
Native plug-in is $249 ($399 From 1 July).

The new S300-48 fixed layout 48+1 fader compact control surface
provides a much-requested addition to the S300 console family. It can be
combined with the complete portfolio of SSL’s System T consoles, remote
tiles and screen interfaces, Tempest Processing Engines, and Network I/O
options. The expanded console configuration is designed to integrate
with larger System T installations or in stand-alone configurations for
smaller broadcast facilities or OB vehicles.
S300-48 provides a larger fader count and multi operator usage in the
System T S300 form factor. Channel metering directly above each fader
provides direct monitoring and control of signals on the current surface
layers, with an overview providing metering of console wide signals. AoIP
functionality is further enhanced with Dante and DDM support directly in
the console software. All System T and Network I/O devices
simultaneously support Dante, ST 2110, ST 2022-7, ST 2059-2, PTPv2 and
PTPv1. AoIP routing is available from the console software with immediate
discovery of stageboxes and the ability to resource share directly from
the console, leveraging the benefits of a dynamic IP infrastructure.
Tom Knowles, broadcast product manager, comments: “With the
recent recognition of our technology with the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise for Innovation, the S300-48 highlights our on-going
commitment to the broadcast community.”

www.liquidsonics.com

www.solidstatelogic.com

Cinematic Rooms

S300-48

Grace Design

Lectrosonics

Radial Engineering

The mk2 streamlines the company’s 2-channel
microphone preamp concept by paring away
functionality in favour of optimised, audiophilestyle preamp performance. While its
predecessor offered converters and an M-S
matrix, the m201mk2 focuses on refining the
fully balanced signal path, resulting in additional
dynamic range. A new power supply design
provides “the lowest noise performance we
have ever achieved”. Noise (referred to input) at
60dB gain, with a 150Ω source 22-22kHz is
quoted as 127dB. Default mode offers 18-64dB
of gain in 2dB steps, or 28-74dB in ribbon mode
(which shifts the gain range up 10dB while
deactivating 48V phantom power, bypassing
the decoupling capacitors and optimising the
input impedance). MSRP $1,895.

The two newest
members of the
D Squared
digital wireless
family are
the DPR digital
plug-on transmitter
and the DSQD/AES3 receiver. The DPR is fully compatible with the
DSQD digital receiver and features a tuning
range of 470 to 608MHz (470 to 614MHz for the
export version). The new transmitter includes
high efficiency circuitry for extended operating
time on two AA batteries, and offers RF power
selections at 25 and 50mW. The new DSQD/
AES3 digital receiver is a four-channel, half-rack
design with analogue or AES digital outputs, and
rear BNC antenna ports with ‘loop-thru’ buffered
BNC outputs to another receiver. MSRP is $2,150
for the DPR and $6,985 for the DSQD/AES3.
Availability: Q3, 2020.

A high-resolution Bluetooth-enabled stereo
direct box that connects wirelessly to
smartphones and tablets and provides a pair of
balanced outputs. An updated design of the
BT-Pro, the V2 offers improved audio quality
and range. With many users expressing the
need to connect multiple devices in a single
room, each BT Pro-V2 ships with a unique
ID. An output level control ranges from mic to
line level. It also features Mono-sum, Pair/Reset
switches, a 3.5mm headphone output, and can
now be powered by either 48V phantom or a
USB-C. An updated chassis makes the BTPro V2 more durable and extends the Bluetooth
connection range. MSRP: $300.

www. gracedesign.com

www.lectrosonics.com

www.radialeng.com

m201mk2 mic
preamp

DPR Transmitter &
DSQD/AES-3
Receiver

BT-Pro V2
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Lockdown listening
Future income streams for production pros

Lockdown listening

Podcasting: Amazon vs. Spotify

Monetising Instagram

Analysis of the UK Official Charts Company’s
music and consumption figures over the
lockdown period show that, after an initial dip,
audio streaming trended up — and is now
above pre-lockdown levels, as isolating music
fans make the most of their subscriptions. After
a low in week 14 (when 2.097bn streams were
served), streaming ramped up and has been
above pre-lockdown volumes since week 16.
Meanwhile, ad-funded (free to listen) streams
grew in number in lockdown weeks 13 to 17,
rising to 346m, 60m above their pre-lockdown
level. “A number of those ad-funded streamers
will convert to premium going forward, and
probably already are,” Entertainment Retailers
Association (ERA) CEO Kim Bayley said in a
recent interview with UK trade paper Music
Week, “…what we’ve seen in recent weeks is
more and more people subscribing to those
services. Older age groups are deciding to
subscribe for the first time and that’s all positive
for the industry going forward. Our recent
tracking study showed us that subscription
numbers are still growing so I think that will
continue through lockdown.”
In the US, MRC Data found that 84% of
people who added a new music subscription
service in the previous two weeks said they’re
likely to continue paying for it after Covid-19.
Country music streaming has exploded since
business and school closures kept US listeners
at home; country audio streams were 21.4%
above average in the week ending May 7. And
artists who got busy in their home studios
during the pandemic should release the new
recordings — 42% of US respondents said they
listened to new music from artists they never
heard before.

Audiobook service Audible, acquired by
Amazon in 2008, aims to challenge Spotify’s
growing presence in the podcast business by
investing millions in original content — “Audible
Originals”. Audible has already purchased
shows from documentary producer John
Battsek, and from comedians Kevin Hart and
Tiffany Haddish.
“Audible is looking around at the landscape
and seeing shorter content doing well, celebrity
content doing well and they are being creative,”
said Michele Cobb, executive director of
the Audio Publishers Association.
Axios reports Amazon is also interested in
localised audio content for Alexa. Sources say
the company is using its voice innovation
venture arm (the Alexa Fund), to invest in local
podcast companies. “It wants to explore
short-form audio content that can be surfaced
when users ask Alexa for information about
topics like news and sports.” The company has
also apparently evaluated investing in localised
sports podcast companies like Blue Wire.
Spotify has spent around $600m on
podcast-related acquisitions in the past 18
months. Spotify’s podcast deals include
acquisitions of Anchor FM ($154m), Gimlet
Media ($195m) and Parcast ($55m) in
2019, plus Bill Simmons’ sports podcast The
Ringer (around $196m) in Q1 2020. In May Joe
Rogan signed an exclusive deal with Spotify,
which will see his podcast, The Joe Rogan
Experience, disappear from all other platforms.
The multi-year deal is believed to be worth
$100m, according to the Wall Street Journal.
Rogan’s podcast, one of the most popular in
the world, will arrive on the streaming giant on
1st September.

Instagram has announced it is testing ways that
creators on the social media platform can share
some of the ad-money they help the Facebookowned business make. This will be built around
live videos, which saw a 70% increase between
February and March as lockdown measures
were introduced. Musicians who livestreamed
over the platform have experimented with ways
to monetise such activity (mainly by linking to
merch), but to date there has been no direct
option within the Instagram app itself.
Now the company is testing digital badges
fans can purchase during a livestream.
Instagram will start testing the new ‘Badges in
Live’ feature in June with a select group of
creators and businesses. Access to Badges will
expand across the US, Brazil, UK, Germany,
France, Italy, Turkey, Spain, and Mexico. In an
interview with The Verge, Instagram COO Justin
Osofsky said Badges will cost $0.99, $1.99, and
$4.99 and that the platform won’t be taking a
share of Badge revenue initially.
“Live has helped creators and businesses
stay connected to their followers and bring
people together, with badges, creators can
generate income from the content they’re
already creating.”
Live Shopping was announced by Facebook
at the beginning of May, allowing businesses to
set up a free online store, which customers can
then access via either Facebook or Instagram.
Over the coming months Instagram plans to
enable access to Facebook Shops for creators
who want to sell their own merchandise. Access
to Facebook’s Brand Collabs Manager (paid
partnerships) will also be expanded to help
Instagram creators find potential brand
partners.
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Sound opinion
Tim Oliver

Splendid isolation

I

f there’s one thing that has been made
blindingly clear by lockdown restrictions
it’s that music is very rarely successful
without the chemistry of two or more
people in the same room. There are other
things too: the needy desperation for an
audience from stranded performers, the
desperate need for an objective producer to
filter their on-line output and the even more
desperate need for someone just to say ‘no,
don’t do it’.
There are of course a few exceptions where
a definite connection is forged; not surprisingly
these are the bona fide real-deal musicians,
not the ones motivated by showing off.
Comparing the efforts of Michael Stipe and
Bono is a painful and clear illustration: both are
performing new songs about the lockdown
world and both make you cry …but for very
different reasons. A similar comparison can be
drawn between Eddie Vedder and Elton John,
and between Norah Jones and Chris Martin.

…a message from the real world
was using. Kill me now.
I’d certainly rather be dead than have to
watch the Hacienda House Party stream — a
day-long ‘event’ of DJ’s playing tunes from
their homes. A double-whammy of nostalgia
for both the old club and for going out.

Where’s the revolutionary auditory
experience?

incidental. It only goes to show how important
these factors are to the emotional impact of a
performance when you hear the likes of Bono
on their own with no help from producers,
technicians etc.

A perfectly synchronised band

But on the whole, the musical performances
that have been released on social media are
sad on several levels, the lack of emotional
resonance however distant being the main, but
not the only one. They’re also sad for
technicians to watch — albeit reassuringly
validating for their own existence at the same
time (Lady Gaga’s back-to-front mic
placement the obvious example). It’s not that
there haven’t been many examples of solo
performances televised over the years that
strike a chord, but all these have production
values both in sound and vision that enhance
the performance, and often in front of an
audience to add to the sense of occasion and
provide reactive feedback for the performer.
Joni Mitchell singing California for a TV
show back in 1970 accompanied only by her
dulcimer is heart-rending and the audience are

I haven’t yet touched on the extraordinary
miracle that is the ‘live’ lockdown ensemble: A
perfectly synchronised band or orchestra
dotted about the globe and brought together
on a Zoom screen, magically defying the laws
of physics and internet audio delivery to bring
us something that purports to be a live
performance. I’m taken just as much as I was as
a nipper watching Top of the Pops, witnessing
performances that sounded exactly like the
record even when the singer had no
microphone and the bass player was wearing
gloves. Elbow, for example, have done a sterling
job of creating some moving ‘as live’ versions of
songs from their respective homes in which
they are indeed playing live themselves — but
definitely not all at the same time. The
deception is in the weaving of the videos
together to make it look like a Zoom screen and
therefore the pretence of a live recording.
Respect to Charlie Watts for his hilarious ‘air
drum’ playing on the Stones contribution that
had tongue in cheek echoes of the old Top of
the Pops. Astonishingly I’ve heard that people
have been asking where they can get the
movement sensor drum triggers that Charlie

One thing I find mildly disappointing in all this is
the lack of innovation from the technical
fraternity of both the live and recording world. I
understand that income streams have been
shut off with little or no warning; many people
are struggling financially and many businesses
are hanging by a thread — but for me, that
should be the inspiration for a root-level
re-think. I would have thought I’d be seeing
many more new ideas from emerging
technologies such as AI and have my mind and
ears blown by a revolutionary auditory
experience or two. Instead I’m subjected to
victim’s bile on social media or their ten
favourite albums… no words, no explanation
(surely that’s the most poignant bit).
Maybe I’m being impatient and there are
things in development inspired by the viral
impetus, after all it hasn’t been long in R&D
terms. Perhaps I’ll be pleasantly surprised in the
near future — I certainly hope so. At Real World
Studios we’re working with wunder-PA company
D&B on an immersive audio experience to
improve the sense of ‘being there’ in a
performance environment. We’re also trialling a
virtual studio idea that invites public
participation. Whether or not either of these see
the full light of day remains to be seen.
Predominantly though, I’m happy to say
that the pandemic is bringing the best out in
people. It’s lovely to see our community pulling
together to see everyone collectively through
this bizarre landscape. In the UK, Recording
studios — without a professional body to
speak up for us — are kindly being helped by
the Music Producers Guild who, through
umbrella-organisation UK Music are lobbying
the DCMS for necessary government support.
The live world and independent labels are
seeing similar representation, so hopefully we
will all at least survive financially, and have time
to make a plan for the long-term… unless
you’re one of the deluded optimists who think
we’ll be back to normal in six month’s time.
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From Rocket to Lockdown
The pioneer of remote collaboration makes records in cyberspace

I

vividly remember the moment I heard
the future. It was the ’90s, and I was in a
studio in West London with fellow
musician and futurist Will Henshall. We
were waiting for a sound to come
through from Chicago where two software
developers, Matt Moller and Canton Becker,
were figuring out how to move MIDI and audio
around ‘cyberspace.’ Will and I kept turning the
speakers up thinking we’d missed something
when at last, after months of testing, failing and
learning, BOOM! A bass drum originating in
Chicago pounded out of our speakers in
London. It nearly knocked us over — not just
the sound — but the realisation of what was
now possible. We could make music without
borders. Wherever you were, whoever you

were, the only thing that mattered was how
good you were.
From then, we embarked on a journey to get
this software out to our community of fellow
Internet jammers. Res Rocket Surfer (RRS), as it
was known, became 2000 or so members
strong. Over the next few years, eMagic, Avid
and Steinberg integrated our solution into their
DAWs and became ‘Rocket-Powered’ to enable
remote collaboration.
It worked beautifully. We were not trying to
break the speed of light and play
simultaneously, but more like bend the speed of
light, so that when you received the audio or
MIDI, it aligned with your local DAW’s timeline
(Resolution V1.5, read online from our Content/
Technology menu).

Rocket-Powered Digidelivery

Almost twenty years on from the eventual sale
of Rocket’s technology to Avid, we are in global
lockdown, and the need for a solution like ours
has never been more needed in the music
industry. Avid released a product called
Digidelivery in the early 2000’s using Rocket’s
solution for moving audio sessions around
easily, incorporating our lossless compression
and data wrangling. After some elegant
tweaking, Avid released Pro Tools Cloud
Collaboration. It worked brilliantly, just how we
imagined it. You could even download ‘preview
quality’ audio and edit it, then download the full
quality later with a key stroke. This was the first
thing I looked for when lockdown was
announced. However, from what I can tell, Avid

RECORD. PRODUCE. ANYWHERE.

SYNERGY CORE

“I am on the road a lot, so being able to
take the signature Antelope sound from
my studio with me is a game changer.”

antelopeaudio.com

ZEN TOUR
DANNY TRACHTENBERG
ENGINEER / MIXER
OCTAVIAN, PLAN B, STORMZY,
SKEPTA
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quick and spontaneous, without losing the ‘vibe’
of creation), after maybe writing the initial parts
on Zoom together.
There are many software solutions these
days: Jamkazam, Jammr, Jamulus, Ohm Studio,
and more, but the two best solutions I have
found so far are Soundation and Soundtrap (by
Spotify). The user interfaces are similar to
Garageband and the collaboration is reasonably
elegant. Endlesss is also a very interesting app
for iOS that allows realtime jamming, with a
desktop version coming soon. If you have more
of a budget and slightly more technical
knowledge, Source-Elements have some great

solutions too, for overdubbing and streaming.
Lockdown has forced me to investigate all
these options and I am glad, as I will more than
likely suggest some of these ways of working
whenever an artist and I can’t be in the same
space in the future. I have signed up for
Audiomovers Listento streaming software,
which is brilliant and affordable, and it’s part of
my Remote Recording Solution™. Ok, I’ve just
realised as I type that its acronym is RRS, just
like Res Rocket Surfer — I’ve gone full circle.
Twitter: @timbran
Instagram: timbranmusic
Facebook: Tim Bran Music

seem to have not continued developing it.
My put-together solution to allow me to
carry on working with artists during lockdown
is in this very magazine. It’s cheap and simple,
and means I can record as if we were in the
studio together. I run Zoom video throughout,
with all participants on headphones, which
means we can talk over the music and
comment/chat like we would in my studio. I find
that it’s way better when you can see each
other, human connection is still vital. Obviously
it’s harder to get the emotional connection with
the artist, but you’d be surprised how well it
works. Remember that the artist is usually in
their home, hopefully in a lovely environment
that they have created.
Take the time to help them make a vocal
booth or create a space they are totally at ease
in. There are positives to the remote scenario in
that artists don’t have to travel or experience
the ‘red light’ pressure of time in an expensive
studio. I operate their DAW and drop them in
just like I do in my studio. I’ve been doing this
every day since early March with great results.
Recording a band is more of a challenge, but if
each member is up for adding their parts
remotely to a framework arrangement, this can
work well too. It takes patient, determined
artists of course, and much more intentional
communication from the producer, but the
spark and excitement of making a great record
is still totally possible.

Physics and the speed of light

Songwriting sessions are a different beast. This
usually requires simultaneous playing with one
or more people to get that spark of an idea.
Physics and the speed of light ARE an ‘issue’. I
know people who are using Zoom or Skype
with software such as Loopback or Ladiocast to
route the audio from their DAW/mics to the
conferencing software. I have tried it but find
the inherent delay frustrating. I’ve been testing
software that does ‘Rocket style’ recording (i.e.
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a pleasure. The fundamental
controls are now all within easy
reach and workflow speed is
significantly improved.
The two stereo Cue Sends and
four mono Aux Sends seem clean
and are easy to operate. The
available sends allow plenty of
scope for full band live tracking
sessions. In the world of mixing in
DAWs we are perhaps too used to
unlimited stereo sends, but the
Small Fader and buses could be
used for an additional stereo send
if so desired.

E-Series EQ is a winner

SSL ORIGIN
RUSSELL COTTIER enjoys Solid State
Logic’s return to analogue roots

N

estled into a country lane in the heart
of Oxfordshire is a somewhat
unexpected centre of technology:
Solid State Logic has a track record of
releasing very expensive mixing consoles, but
SSL has just launched something that might
change the landscape of the studio industry. An
analogue console with classic SSL features, a
focus on modern hybrid workflows and SSL
build quality that hits a price-point within the
grasp of many more of us.
The SSL ORIGIN draws heavily from the SSL
4000 series, a traditional in-line mixer as one
would expect. With the channel input typically
feeding the Small Fader path for recording.
SSL has decided against the inclusion of a
traditional routing matrix at the top of each
channel, and this function is handled via a
microcontroller based system that saves space
and is rather elegant. A traditional routing
matrix is less important in the age of the DAW,
especially since the desk has direct outputs on
every channel. The 16 Buses will likely mostly
be used for groups during mixdown, rather
than for printing grouped inputs, but that
option is still available for the more old-school
producer/engineer.
The ORIGIN’s channel strips show a return to
the painted metal and screen-print approach,
and feel like they will last decades of rigorous
studio use. The knobs have a slightly wider
spacing than a 4k, a clever choice that makes
the EQ and Aux Send sections a real breeze to
use in the heat of a mix or tracking session. This
thing looks and feels like a classic SSL — but
without the 30 or more years of wear and tear
— in fact I’d venture to say it’s easier to use.
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SuperAnalogue PureDrive		

The top of the channel features the control for
the SuperAnalogue PureDrive CHAN Pre-amp
input, offering a wide gain range from +2 to
+70dB for mic inputs and -12 to +55dB for line.
Very light clipping can be achieved to give the
console ‘bending’ effect in default mode, but
punching in the Drive button really takes the
input stage into the realms of doing what
analogue consoles do best: colouring with
saturation. The new PureDrive circuit is
somewhat similar to the SSL Variable Harmonic
Drive, though the actual design has been
changed to accommodate more modern
components. Let me assure you that it sounds
just as good as the VHD, if not better. Punching
a rock vocal, slamming snare or a heavy kick
though this stage can really add something
special; 2nd order harmonics are introduced at
lower gain levels, then as the gain is cranked the
3rd order harmonics are introduced. A light
touch across a full 32 channels of a mix can
really add a significant weight and thickness.
As expected there is a Flip control that
switches the channel input to the Large Faders,
should you need to do that. Alongside the Flip
we also find a PRE button for the Direct Out if
you don’t need to set the level with the fader.
It is notable at this point that the ORIGIN has
a very sensible design consideration: the EQ
section, despite being next in the signal path,
has been moved down towards the operator.
Without question, this is how all consoles
should be designed from now on. It is a sad
truth that in the world of DAW editing we are
more sedentary in the studio, but this design
revision makes seated mixing so much more of

The EQ is where things start to get
really interesting again, the 242
E-Series (black knob) EQ circuitry
is great. We probably all know that
the E-series EQ allows quick and simple
equalisation with the option of a tight enough
bandwidth to really push the frequencies we
need. The 12dB/Octave HF band has Shelf and
Bell modes that can be used to add a little sizzle
or hone in on the beater of a kick drum, for
example. HMF and LMF bands are exactly what
we expect with continuously variable Q and
plenty of range in the boost and cut. The
ORIGIN has a high-pass filter but no low-pass,
which is probably an acceptable compromise.
With a corner frequency sweepable from
10-400Hz the HPF was very usable in a mix
scenario. The HPF normally follows the EQ in
the signal flow but has dedicated Bypass and
Flip switches allowing it to be placed in either
the Small or Large Fader paths. This is a nice
feature for printing cleaned up low-end on the
way in or tidying a reverb send from the Small
Fader.
The bus selection system on the ORIGIN
offers a couple of ways to select routing for each
channel. Either by pressing the channel’s Route
to Bus button and choosing the buses that you
would like to send to in the Bus Trim Master
section, or alternatively, pressing the bus master
select and choosing the channels to send. The
routing system has nice bright blue LEDs, so it is
simple to glance at the assigned buses. Clearing
all these settings is achieved in a couple of
button presses in the Master Section.
Moving on to the faders, there is a 60mm
Small Fader and a 100mm Large Fader, from
ALPS. All faders have fully balanced insert
points that can be set to pre-fade if required
and in true SSL fashion these are always
sending, but the insert button engages the
return. The Small Fader accommodates
additional input sources, with the SF To Mix
button effectively doubling input channel
count. The Small Fader can also be used in a
Post-Large Fader mode to create an additional
mix based on the Large Fader position, with the
Small Fader as a trim.
Each channel sports a 0dB button allowing a
very quick and consistent way to sum a mix
through the console at unity gain without

faders. It’s worth noting here that the Large
Faders are housed on the same rugged plastic
finish you would find on the Duality and AWS
consoles. This means that the fader scale
graphics will not wear off. Personally I was not a
fan of the feel of the stock ALPS faders as I like
a little more smooth resistance and weight.

Custom-layout centre section

The ORIGIN sports a 19” centre section that can
house your own custom layout of units, including
500 series modules, control surfaces, keyboard,
trackpad, monitor and of course the ORIGIN
console Master Section and Group faders. This
concept allows the console to become the main
furniture that you would use in the studio when
editing. A well designed centre section like the
ORIGIN avoids the problem that I have right now
of typing on a keyboard perched over my own
console’s group faders.
The stereo group faders are ideally
positioned for final balancing, these are not
VCA masters, rather audio faders for audio
groups and can be assigned to centre mono, or
used as a stereo group. Of course this is the
ideal setup for printing stems, something that
labels and broadcast seem to insist on these
days. One possible configuration that SSL are
championing is the computer monitor placed
upright across the meter-bridge and the Buses/
Stereo Group Master Meters panel moved down
the console. This worked well and the depth of
the console was not too much to cause
problems in viewing a 19” wide monitor.
Moving on to the Master Section there are 16
bus master trims, four stereo returns with sends
to foldback if required and masters for the 6
Aux/Cue Buses. There’s an oscillator section, all
the expected solo mode buttons, desk
functionality controls, Auto Sleep power saving
and an extensive communications panel for
foldback assignment. The panel even includes
an XLR socket for a talkback mic and a rear
input for a studio listen mic. The classic SSL
talkback and listen mic compressor circuit is
accessible via the rear DB25 connectors or
patch bay.

Classic SSL Bus Compressor

SSL absolutely had to include the classic SSL
Bus Compressor, a circuit originally from the
1989 G-Series. The power of this compressor
should not be underestimated in terms of
getting that ‘sounds like a record’ feel. It’s
tempting to overdo it sometimes, but even
under heavy gain reduction the compressor
sounds good. Rock mixes glued nicely with a 4:1
ratio and auto release dialing back the Attack
from 30ms to wherever the compressor starts
to cut into the transients just enough. The
master fader comes after this in the signal chain
with the master bus insert point sitting before
the Bus Compressor.
The monitor control section offers outputs
for three stereo monitor pairs, plus two
headphone sockets hidden under the arm rest.
There are buttons for the three external inputs
and a 3.5mm stereo input.

ORIGIN sounds excellent. It’s clean as a
whistle, with no noticeable noise-floor in normal
use, and the SuperAnalogue PureDrive really
lets you add as much of that saturation as you
like. My test mixes came out sounding fantastic.
The look and feel of the console have really
been carefully considered and it really has an
impressive presence, matched by the
ergonomics and flexibility in the configuration.
At a list price of £33,500 the ORIGIN is an
interesting beast. SSL is really catering to
mid-level studios, independent producers and
educators who want a solid industry-standard
desk without the cost and complication of
automation. Most Resolution readers will
probably be familiar with the ageing consoles
that populate so many commercial studios
these days. Some of us will be familiar with the
battle many of these 30-40 year old
behemoths require to keep them running, not
to mention the electricity bills involved. This is a
good point to mention that the ORIGIN runs
from modern switched-mode power supplies
and has a configurable Auto Sleep mode that
takes power consumption down from around

900 Watts in normal use, to less than 40 Watts.
The idea of a new console with wellsupported spares, a focus on hybrid workflow
and capacitors that have not dried out, certainly
starts to look very appealing when factoring in
the cost savings in maintenance, downtime and
power. So the SSL ORIGIN could be the ideal
choice.
How is SSL achieving the keen price-point
for ORIGIN? Well the answer lies in the 2017
acquisition, when SSL joined Audiotonix.
Leveraging the manufacturing power and
expertise of a larger group has facilitated the
recent products we see from SSL. Component
manufacture may have been decentralised, but
SSL desks are still assembled in the heart of
England and undergo hundreds of individual
electronic, physical and visual tests before
shipping. The factory is more accurately
described as a workshop with a small team of
labcoat-clad experts poring over each and
every control of each and every desk before
they go out. The quality control process is in the
order of days per unit, not just a quick check.
Could the SSL ORIGIN become a new
‘industry standard’ console like its progenitor
the 4000? Well, that’s for time to decide but it
certainly has a very good chance.

VERDICT

/ Cottier gives the vocal some edge with the new
PureDrive button

PROS

Comparatively affordable for an SSL.
Ergonomically terrific in layout and
flexibility. PureDrive preamp is excellent.

CONS

No channel dynamics included. Faders
and fader caps could be improved.

www.solidstatelogic.com
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AMS Neve 1073® OPX

50 years after its invention, GEORGE SHILLING discovers Neve
has reinvented the 1073® with a new digital option

A

MS Neve have re-purposed
their 1073® mic preamp design
countless times, and adding
digital connectivity is not new
for Neve. But the British-built 1073® OPX
shoehorns eight of the famous mic
preamps — these with the familiar
Marinair input transformers — into one
2U rack case, and adds a host of
features to bring this design bang up to
date for the modern world of studio, live
and broadcast applications.
The rear tells much of the story here.
A chunky inline power supply connects
on an XLR, and there are three
D-connectors: for analogue Line Inputs
1-8, Mic Inputs 1-8 and Outputs 1-8. An
ethernet connector is provided for
COMMS CTL. There are mysterious DIP
switches for future implementation, and
pairs of XLRs for both Monitor In L/R
and Monitor Out L/R. But with the
optional digital board fitted you also get
USB B-type for direct computer audio,
and two further ethernet connectors:
primary and secondary DANTE
connectors. It seems Neve has
abandoned the familiar AES standard
for digital audio. Word Clock is also
provided, and a Headroom selector
allows toggling of digital levels for a
stereo digital monitor input and preamp
digital outputs between +18dBu,
+24dBu or +26dBu.

Stepped encoders for easy recall

Firstly, there are no traditional gain
switches or pots on this thing. And
although the strikingly familiar burgundy
coloured gain knobs look the same as
previous 1073s through the ages, these
are in fact stepped encoders with no
end stops. The digital display that
accompanies show actual gain settings,
and rather than the traditional switched
steps, we now have 1dB increments
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— the knobs click lightly – from 20dB to 70dB of gain. This
makes recall easier and more accurate than the traditional 5dB
stepped units which have a variable analogue trim pot.
Purists may be disappointed at the lack of output
transformers (outputs are electronically balanced), or means of
driving the circuitry then trimming back. Each knob is
accompanied by illuminating buttons for 48V phantom, 25dB
pad, and Lo Z to switch the impedance down from 1.3kΩ to
300Ω — useful for ribbon mics. An input selector chooses
between Mic, Line or DI, and there is a front panel combo input;
the jack socket can be used for DI or Line, and the XLR is for
Mic. The software even shows a colour-coded cable connected
on the graphic when FNT is selected. The DI is a transformerless class A FET design with >680kΩ impedance sounding
solid and slightly thicker than my 1MΩ Apollo. A long press on
the input selector flips the polarity and lights the button up red.
Selecting any input other than Mic defeats Phantom power
automatically. The button labelled FNT selects the front input
connection. At the bottom is a useful 80Hz filter.
Right of the channels are the digital card controls, and a
Monitor section. This is pretty clever as you can select
monitoring from the analogue XLRs, a digital path from the
stereo output of a connected computer, or input channels
which can all be monitored separately or together for latency
free monitoring, by pushing on their gain knobs to light up
the corresponding indicator. They default to odd channels
panned left and even panned right, but there’s a global
MONO button. And there is a useful headphone output with
a dedicated gain knob.

Software control

The software control is via ethernet, and you can set up
manual IP addresses or use DHCP, and run up to eight units
using the dedicated app. The app shows a photo-realistic
representation of the front panel and allows full control and
Total Recall, which runs seamlessly. Setup is straightforward,
and you can rename units. Illuminated buttons display as
illuminated in the app, and operating controls in software is
mirrored on the hardware front panel, and vice versa.

/ Digital headroom selector (by USB port) toggles digital outputs from
+18dBu, +24dBu or +26dBu

/ Software control via ethernet

Thankfully you can lock the hardware
front panel to prevent fiddling or
accidental nudges when the unit is
located remotely — perhaps onstage.
However, in the software the mouse
control for gain is a little odd, in that
instead of the conventional click and
drag up and down to increase or
decrease the level, you have to draw
circles around the onscreen knob. This
can lead to sudden jumps in level if you
are not careful — maximum gain with a
single click is all too easy to do, leading
to potentially embarrassing incidents
— or worse.
USB connection works as a Core
Audio or ASIO device, and will run at up
to 192kHz on both USB and Dante (but
not simultaneously — you must select
one or the other). You can use this as a
primary audio interface, feeding straight
to DAW, with monitoring through its
stereo output.
The preamps sound as good as ever
— big and musical, and the sonics are
extremely clean and noiseless. The 1073®
OPX is competitively priced and will
appeal to all kinds of users, combining
the reassuring audio performance of a
favourite mic pre with the modern
conveniences of USB, Dante, recall and
remote control.

VERDICT
PROS

Eight great sounding 1073®
modules in a box, software
control of multiple units, DANTE,
USB audio, summing and stereo
monitor paths.

CONS

Unconventional software control
of knobs is potentially
embarrassing, no output
transformers, no inserts.

www.ams-neve.com
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Antelope Audio Orion Studio
Hardware-hosted low latency plug-ins impress RUSSELL COTTIER

A

ntelope’s Orion (generation
3) Synergy Core is the latest
incarnation of the Studio
series, visually it resembles
the 2017 version, but with the addition
of a Thunderbolt 3 port as well as USB
2.0 High-Speed. However, this time
things are a little different inside.
There are four front panel XLR/TRS
combo-sockets which can be set to Mic
input, Line, Direct or Hi-Z. The Orion
Studio preamps sound great with a low
noise-floor that measured exactly as
specified. The mic pres offer an EIN of
-128dBu and handle clipping rather
nicely. Especially if you track with one
of the AFX preamp models.
It’s not quite the same as having a
rack full of vintage pres but it is
surprisingly close, without the hassle of
maintenance and the inherent noisefloor of vintage gear. I would have had
no qualms about running a full band
recording session with the 12 preamps,
printing the AFX chains on the way in.
Guitars sounded clear and defined, the
pres managed to capture the transients
of my drum kit well. There was plenty
of gain for ribbon mic overheads and
my favourite chain of 1073 into a
Blackface 1176 for vocals was easily
achievable in the AFX rack.

Latency-free amp simulator

The four front panel inputs sounded
great for DI instruments, they seem to
offer enough impedance to not get too
spiky with transients, getting a phat
sound even with my Stratocaster when
playing heavily distorted guitar. The
reamp outputs on the front panel are
particularly useful as it allowed me to
capture a nice clean DI as well as an
amp. I chained from the reamp output,
through a Marshall Jackhammer and
then back into the Orion Studio. The
AFX amp sims and cabinet models
from Overloud offered latency-free
performance and this could be printed
alongside the DI in the DAW. It would
be nice to see the option of loading
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impulse responses into the AFX cabinet modeller for a more
realistic (yet less adjustable) sound. However the routing is so
flexible you could combine almost any combination of
hardware and software into your signal chain.
The line inputs are as expected, but there is also the option
to bypass the preamp circuit and go ‘direct’ offering lower
noise-floor and a DC coupled input. Combined with the DC
coupled outputs this will put the Orion Studio firmly into the
wish list of many analogue-modular synth users. This will
work nicely with Ableton’s recent implementation of CV/Gate
controls.
The rear of the unit offers eight combo-sockets, two
inserts and a pair of monitor outputs on TRS. There are 16
line outputs on two DB25 connectors, ideal for modern
studio gear. You could theoretically forego a patch bay,
instead opting for one of these at a fairly similar cost. The
monitor outputs offer a dynamic range of 130dB and sound
great, there seemed to be a little more high end compared
to my current converter, which I think is closer to a flat
response.
The unit offers an array of digital I/O with 2/2 ADAT
Toslink ports and S/PDIF connectors. Antelope have of
course included Word Clock BNC connectors and it’s worth
saying that the clocking in Antelope products is something
special. Whether it is the OVEN clock source, the AFC jitter
management or simply the support circuitry in these units
that is creating the sound quality I cannot definitively say,
but I have found the recordings I make on Antelope gear to
have something special in terms of clarity and realism about
them.

Synergy Core for Auto-Tune

So finally we must talk about the Synergy Core, a 2-FPGA
and 6-ARM DSP array of processors targeted to offering
‘near latency-free’ processing with a maximum of 256 FX
instances. Antelope has stepped up the game and included
50 AFX plug-ins with the unit, a really welcome return to the
ethos that makes the company stand out against other
hardware accelerated systems. The included effects are very

realistic and usable. They will run in the
Antelope control panel and as inserts if
you have the AFX2DAW plug-in.
So what are the DSP chips for? Well
it seems Antelope has decided to start
working with 3rd party plug-in
developers and has kicked off the
movement with Antares Auto-Tune
Synergy, a hardware accelerated pitch
corrector that runs live — this came
bundled with the system and was very
useful during tracking.
I’ve said it before but I can’t help but
think that this kind of gear could not
only find a place in the studio, but also
on the road as a touring mixer rig. With
amp modelling, live vocal tuning,
flexible routing and enough I/O to run a
studio (or stage) the Orion Studio is
definitely worth considering if you are
in the market for a new converter. The
Synergy Core promises future-proofing
in terms of offloading processing from
your CPU, and as such Antelope is
really giving the other two popular
hardware accelerated systems a run for
their money.
The Orion Studio 3rd Generation
Synergy Core retails at €2495 so it is a
little more expensive than some other
1U interfaces, but there is a whole lot
more packed into this unit than many of
its competitors.

VERDICT
PROS

Direct mode offers CV/Gate
connectivity. The 50 AFX effects
bundled for free with the unit
— a promising future for the
Synergy Core and 3rd party
developers.

CONS

The control panel software could
be a little more intuitive.
AFX2DAW is currently only
available for Thunderbolt
connected devices and OS X.

www.antelopeaudio.com
/ Antares Auto-Tune Synergy, a hardware accelerated pitch corrector
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NUGEN Producer bundle
NIGEL JOPSON admires the appliance of audio science
Stereoizer The
problem with
most stereomaker plug-ins
can be
‘summed’ in
two words: lack
of aural quality
and level differences. Nugen solves the
latter with Auto input level adjust, which
toggles to automatically adjust input
gain to match input/output and avoid
distortion. A handy Mono button checks
level compatibility — often missing in
other stereo-makers. Why put a ‘room’
on a track if what you really want is to
spread the signal? From a mono
gunshot or crowd FX to a DIStratocaster, this is a super tool and way
better than the likes of Waves PS22. The
IID algorithm has a focus control — the
effect is like an ‘infinite pickup phase’
knob on the aforementioned
Stratocaster. A real nugget from Nugen,
I don’t know how I managed without it!
Monofilter
Low-end in mono
is the secret of
the dancefloor,
but somehow
every audio
source is stereo
these days.
Monofilter is the plug-in version of the
cutting-lathe’s Elliptical EQ. Take a
stereo signal and make the bass mono.
I’ve never been totally convinced by M/S
solutions, and plug-ins which don’t
destroy soundstage are hard to come
by. The Nugen Monofilter has a simple
interface and — crucially — a High
Quality/Linear Phase mode. It can be
switched to zero-latency if required, but
quality suffers. The benefits to your mix
will, of course, depend on recording and
how tracks are panned, but soggy mixes
can be rendered bass-solid, and
operation is seamless and transparent.
Visualizer After two decades of digital,
the only analogue things I really miss are
my hardware peak, phase and VU
meters. Nugen supply a full digital
complement here: level meters, stereo/
mono spectrum analysers,
spectrograms, vectorscope, correlation
meters… you name it, they got it — even
my favourite Lissajous phase display.
Welcome features include display
adjustment such as peak hold and

fallback. I find rapidly
bouncing spectrum
analysers distracting,
fallback adjustment is
generous so I was able
to generate ‘gently
evolving’ pictures, which
unfortunately reveal too
much 30Hz muddying
my mixes. Visualizer
constantly monitors the input for clipping. The Number-to-Clip
parameter determines how many digital overs (samples over
0dBFS) are required to be considered a ‘clip’. The Total
parameter counts clips, Running records the largest number of
consecutive ‘over’ events in one section of clipped material.
Using the NUGEN Audio SEND plug-in, the main audio input
may be compared with a secondary source.
ISLst Audio pros delivering LKFScompliant audio, or mixing to ITU-R
BS.1770-4 standards need this limiter.
The look ahead parameter is used to
allow ISL to evaluate incoming audio in
advance of applying processing, which
allows it to calculate gain reduction
required to meet the TPLim criteria. An
essential Auto button automatically
adjusts the output for the input gain
applied in the input section, avoiding being ‘faked’ by loudness
jumps. Dither can be added, and an unusual control labelled
Diff auditions just the difference between the input and the
output (gain reduction applied). ISLst is an essential ‘last in
chain’ for insertion after creative processing, to ensure
deliverables are to standard.
MasterCheck A thread we have
been following in Resolution is
loudness normalisation by
streaming services, in V18.3
and V16.1. Mastercheck is a
metering system with presets
CLICK TO
READ MORE
for different online services
(TIDAL, Spotify, YouTube).
Clicking ‘Offset to match’ in the
plug-in gives a visual and aural
result of how much your mix
will be ‘normalised’ by the selected platform.
There’s a running read-out of LKFS and PLR
CLICK TO
READ MORE
(Peak-to-Loudness Ratio).
SEQ-S is a natural sounding linear phase Fast Fourier
Transform EQ, producing minimal phase artefacts. I first
encountered FFT processing with Peter Zinovieff (of EMS
synthesiser fame), and there’s no doubt the sound is far
smoother than the IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) designs
often used for digital EQ. I have an EQ on my small monitors,
and when I substituted the SEQ-S the difference was
noticeably more relaxing. SEQ-S has some rather clever tricks
(for which I had to read the manual). Having clicked the
Advanced button, you can Match your EQ from some supplied
templates or — here it gets interesting — record your own. An
‘average’ of the frequencies present in the audio is assessed, to

produce a fingerprint. SEQ-S uses two
templates. A source template to ‘match
from’, and a template of the audio to be
modified to ‘apply to’. SEQ-S then uses
these two templates to produce a match
EQ envelope which can be applied to
match audio with the original source.
Stereoplacer is designed for the
correction and redistribution of stereo
balance by
frequency. It
allows
repositioning of
audio,
reconstruction of
a mono image,
or correction of
poor recording. Restoration experts will
‘get it’ immediately; music people
— think of this as a super-transparent
parametric EQ which ‘pans’ userdesigned curves of frequencies within
control zones. A linear phase option
makes the action incredibly transparent.
Sigmod a suite of
utility applications,
including
Crossover , Mid/
Side, Switch (swap
L-R or M/S),
Protect (mutes
above a certain level),
Crossover, Delay, Trim, DC
Offset, and a useful AAX
and AU wrapper for
compliant VST3 plug-ins.
Reviewed in Resolution
CLICK TO
READ MORE
V18.2.

VERDICT
PROS	
A really professional value-formoney (£349) package for the
production pro, especially if you
lack comprehensive metering or
a true peak limiter. NUGEN
plug-ins all function incredibly
transparently, and with respect
for consistent gain structure. The
Stereoizer proved surprisingly
useful.
CONS

In Logic 10.5, I could not
drag-click the Visualizer window
bigger/smaller from the bottom
corner, although the resize
button offered a smaller display.

www.nugenaudio.com
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CEDAR Audio DNS 8D
SIMON CLARK hears only what he want to hear via Dante

I

t’s a source of puzzlement to me that, as
cameras get more sensitive and able to work
at lower light levels, the level of noise they
produce on set has increased. Fans whir and
servos whine louder than a cinematographer
whose coffee isn’t hot enough.
Thankfully CEDAR is fixated on cleaning up
the audio environment. Many of you will be
familiar with their audio sorcery, originally
focussed towards archives and pre-mastering,
then post, forensics, security — and now live
broadcast plus production sound — with the
DNS 8 Live followed by DNS 2 used on location
in real time.
DNS 8D is a logical evolution from the
previous model, with the most noticeable
difference being the implementation of the
Dante protocol, but the company tell us that
their super-secret processing has been
improved as well (I reckon this means a more
powerful daemon is imprisoned in the box). The
two channel ultra-portable DNS 2 has a bank of
complex filters, and the Learn function
identifies the noise content at each frequency,
but the controls revealed to the user are
simplified and if overcooked, leave dialogue
floating in an unnatural void. Its big brother has
more of the full-fat studio equipment’s
functionality.
As the name implies this 1U rack unit has
eight independent channels of dialogue noise
suppression. I’m a sucker for a helpful, pretty
interface and DNS8D scores highly for me.
Hitting the top left of a group of six illuminated
buttons fires it up and a bright, but thankfully
dimmable OLED display screen is partnered
with eight smaller, portrait format siblings, one
for each rotary control.

A learning process

In common with the original DNS 8 Live there
are two modes of control — Summary and
Detail combined with a continuous Learn
function. In Summary the default for a channel’s
rotary encoder is to adjust the amount of noise
attenuation. Pressing/clicking the encoder
switches it to adjust Bias (the propensity of the
algorithm to detect noise).
Increase the Bias and DNS 8D will detect
more noise and vice versa. The trick to avoiding
artefacts is to lower the Bias level as much as
you can without letting noise through, although
the default level works for most situations. Learn
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does what the name implies, the unit works out
continuously what it considers noise as opposed
to dialogue — and very good it is too. Switching
off this mode freezes a sample noise profile.
It is in Detail mode that DNS 8D is more
sophisticated than the two channel DNS 2.
When engaged using the bottom right pushbutton, Detail gives the user control over the
processing applied to six different parts of the
spectrum. This is achieved through clever dual
functionality of the eight rotary encoders. The
OLED display shows the different bands (each
band contains numerous filters) in a layout
similar to a graphic equaliser, and the first six
rotary encoders control Bias and Attenuation of
individual bands. Encoder seven becomes a
global control while number eight switches
between channels. This mode allows unwanted
noise to be eliminated whilst preserving a
degree of natural atmosphere.

Dante’s quieter inferno

Not having an original DNS 8 Live to hand to
compare, I cannot comment on differences
versus the current algorithm. For me, however,
it’s the excellent implementation of the
increasingly ubiquitous Dante audio networking
standard that appeals. Even in my world of
location audio for Film and TV, Dante is
becoming the way we connect. My current
recorder/mixer offers 32 channels of Dante so I
was able to interface the DNS 8D seamlessly.
Connecting a computer running Audinate’s
Dante Controller software via one of the
Ethernet sockets deals easily with the initial
setup. After that the units talk to each other
without further intervention. The DNS 8D will
work in either Switched or Redundant modes,
having double Ethernet ports plus one for
remote control.
DNS 8D also provides AES53 i/o, but not
simultaneously with Dante. Routing the
processed and unprocessed signals through
adjacent busses allowed me to confirm the
insignificant latency of ten samples. It is this
which allows the unit to be used in live
situations. Switching the processing in and out
did not reveal any significant damage to the
original dialogue, until I mixed in ridiculous
amounts of broadband noise and ramped up
the bias and attenuation to ridiculous levels.
After that the testing game was to find
something which I could sneak past the system.

/ XDNS 8D linked to Sound Devices CL-16 via Dante

I tried, traffic, crowd noise, hums, buzzes and
even staccato transients like birdsong — all of
which were sonically eaten by the black magic
inside the box (although the odd tweet did get
through!). Of course, there are understandable
limitations to what DNS 8D can do. If the level
of the unwanted noise approaches that of the
wanted dialogue the daemon stops casting
spells, and sulks after mangling your audio.
There are other specialist CEDAR processes,
using different algorithms, to obtain results in
situations where the SNR approaches 0dB or is
even negative.
I spoke to two colleagues who are DNS 8D
users who both told me they use the unit on
every job, mostly in the ‘fit it and forget’
(Summary) mode. One works in the world of
location audio for feature film, and finds that
reducing rather than eliminating background
noise makes the editor’s job far easier. The
other colleague, who mixes huge TV
entertainment shows, finds it invaluable in
dealing with the frightening noise floor on that
kind of production.

VERDICT
PROS

Extremely simple interface; lack of
colouration despite powerful real-time
noise reduction; Dante integration; 12v
DC and mains option; insignificant
latency.

CONS

They won’t let me keep it!

www.cedaraudio.com
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United Plugins
MorphVerb & Verbum
NIGEL JOPSON tests two unusual reverbs

U

nited are a federation of small software
developers based in Prague, Czech
Republic. They use a super-easy
licensing system from experienced
brand MeldaProduction, and host a growing
software stable with some designs which
demonstrate laudable blue-sky thinking. Both
plug-ins had nice UI touches like the ability to
change plug-in window size (50-300%) by right
clicking.
MorphVerb from developer Muramasa Audio
allows blending several reverb types with a
central rotary control, which resembles a
convex mirror. Spring, Ambience, Echoes,
Room, Plate, Chamber, Hall, Cathedral and
Infinite can be dialled-in, with adjacent types
blended-able. Don’t get too carried away with
the names: the ‘plate’ has a bit too much shatter
with drums to be anything like an EMT
(although it’s great for synth-fattening) and the
‘spring’ sounds more like a tube. But that’s not
the point — there are other manufacturers
who’ve set their stalls as emulators of classic
hardware — what we have here is creativity.
The ‘Ambience’ setting is going to be
popular for giving modern chart genre’s
percussive tracks a bit of spark: think squash
court sparkle. ‘Echoes’ is a fairly straightforward
left-right delay effect, ‘Room’ is reassuringly
boxy, progressing to the shimmery ‘Plate’,
through the slightly Lexicon-reminiscent
‘Chamber’, on to a brightish ‘Hall’, a regenflavoured ‘Cathedral’ and an ‘Infinite’ which is
looong (but not infinite). It’s quick to select a
modern-sounding blended room for each mix
instrument and I found it easy to choose
approximately the correct room without ever
solo-ing the channel.

Mixing with the Morph in the mirror

The best part about the mirror dial is that it’s
automate-able. This means you can ‘morph’
between adjacent settings during a mix. Apart
from tonal and blend controls, the right panel
has additional creative controls. A spectral
display has HP/LP filters, underneath there’s
Predelay, Modulation, Width and Size controls.
The Size control has the ability to really shorten
times on the Ambience and Spring programs
— handy for percussion, and I found the Mono
setting on the Width control useful for more
precise positioning of panned sounds. The
Saturation knob was great for adding a bit of
bite to synths, and the Compression knob had
the effect of really lifting reverb tails — it’s

pretty radical. If you get too carried away, there
are Undo/Redo buttons to step back or forward
— why don’t all plug-ins have these?
Mix engineers like a knob which adds a touch
of genius to their work, and this plug-in has one!
The Ducking control (top right) lowers the wet
signal automatically whenever new dry signal
arrives at the plug-in input. Used sparingly, this
has the subtle effect of automatically increasing
the reverb at the tail of musical phrases — just
where you might have automated a tiny ‘shot’
from a send. With the Ducking Depth set
radically high, and the Time constant around 2
o’clock on a Dua Lipa vocal, I found my remix
skillz elevated to maestro-level with huge,
dramatic reverb sweeps between verse phrases
…of course, these tricks are possible by cloning
tracks, automating cuts and sends etc. But you
have to start with an effects plan and tediously
implement it. The joy of using MorphVerb is that
a whole pallet of sound can be quickly
experimented with — and sometimes a clever
effect you didn’t plan conjures itself up.

many reverb or cluster-delays which can be
applied to punchy analogue synths with
conviction, but Verbum is certainly capable.
Controls are simple to understand Early/Late
Reflections, with some enigmatically named
knobs such as Colour (treble), Legandarism
(bass) and Lush (Late Reflection density). This
reverb would be my go-to choice for hardhitting instruments which really needed to ‘sit
tight’ in a wash. Unusually for a reverb, the
modulation can be set really slow (0.001Hz4Hz), and with a main decay setting of
3-400ms and middle on the LR, it’s possible to
get some lovely phasing on John Bonham-style
splashy drums. My favourite use for Verbum
was on distorted electric guitar, where hefty
doses of modulation lent a ‘910 Harmonizer’
quality to the sound, and the 12-bit button
added a suitable dose of edge. It was possible
to construct tough and aggressive programs
which sat EGtr parts in a room, without
sounding too distant or flappy.
MorphVerb is a champion ambience-maker
for mixing modern dark pop-style tunes.
Verbum is a hardcore room-maker with a grip
on transients which won’t let down the
toughest beat.

Verbum Entropic Hall

Another interesting reverb from UnitedPlugins
— by developer Soundevice Digital. If
MorphVerb was mixing Dua Lipa, Verbum is for
mixing the Chemical Brothers Exit Planet Dust.
The ‘12 Bit’ button on the graphical interface
had me expecting some lo-fi funkiness. But the
stand-out characteristic (despite its name
suggesting a descent into disorder) is a rock
solid low-mid and bottom end. Yes, it’s capable
of a sheen-inducing ‘German vintage’ effect on
vocals (that’s one of the presets), but my
admiration for the algorithm came when I heard
it on synth bass and real drums. There are not

VERDICT
PROS

Two outstanding reverbs with different
applications. Your mixes will stand out
from the crowd because these are not
the tools everyone else is using! The
Ducker on MorphVerb is ace.

CONS

I wish the plug-ins were installed under a
root ‘UnitedPlugins’ folder, as I kept
forgetting the names of the individual
developers!

www.unitedplugins.com
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Bettermaker Bus Compressor
The Polish masters of plug-in controlled analogue turn their attention to mix compression
— GEORGE SHILLING makes things better

B

ettermaker’s new Bus Compressor
treads a now familiar path for the Polish
hardware manufacturer. They have built
a reputation for digitally controlled,
recallable, high quality analogue hardware since
introducing their EQ230P Pultec-style EQ. This
smart new 1U box includes front panel control of
all functions, either directly or indirectly.
At first glance, the neatly recessed black
front panel includes just six smart looking
encoder knobs (which click round lightly) and a
tiny Engage button for bypass. But on closer
inspection, the black area to the left hides a
large red LED matrix display which defaults to
metering, showing either bold level display bar
graphs, with a small gain reduction indicator
in-between, or large and bold gain reduction
only. However, as soon as any adjustments are
made, the display switches to clear labels and
numerical values for the control in use. This
couldn’t be clearer; visible from 30 paces in any
lighting scenario — apart, perhaps, from
blinding sunshine! This doesn’t have the
resolution of the colour displays of the
Mastering Compressor or the Mastering EQ
which we looking at in Resolution V18.1 but
saves costs and works very well.
During parameter display, a mini gain
reduction indication is snuck in between the
letters and numbers, so you still have a visual
clue as to what is happening. Full metering
resumes about a second after moving any knob.
When using the front panel knobs, the first
(light) click when a knob is turned doesn’t
actually change the setting, but instead wakes
up the display to show the existing value. Then
you can tweak. But of course, this unit is also
very much about software control. As such, you
install plug-in software — there are AAX, AU,

/ Dialling in harmonic distortion with the controller
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VST and VST3 versions. Of course, the plug-in
has no sonic effect on the channel it is inserted
on, but simply transmits and receives data from
the unit via USB. The rear of the unit sports a
USB B-type socket, XLRs for main audio
connections; there are also TRS connectors for
left and right sidechain send and return — you
can monitor the insert — while power is supplied
via a small inline 12V DC PSU.

I’m Free

The knobs control Threshold, Attack, Release
and make up Gain, plus a User assignable knob
for anything else you might want like Ratio or
other functions. A Set knob controls this
assignment, and all other settings, including
switchable functions, display options and system
setup. The ranges and settings of the
compressor controls are only instantly visible in
the plug-in window where you get knob pointers
and eight knobs. The window also includes a
mirror of the front panel matrix display. Seeing
the available values of the settings brings a
realisation that there is some similarity with the
famous SSL bus compressor.
Bettermaker admits that they started off with
the SSL as inspiration. But they added features,
and made the controls wider ranging and
offered finer tuning for compression settings.
However, beta testers wanted the fixed values of
the SSL. So there are two modes you can
choose from the Set button (but not from the
plug-in) and select either extremely fine
continuous control (Free), or the familiar Fixed
settings of the SSL. However, these only affect
Attack and Release settings. Ratio is always fixed
at labelled values, but in Free mode a further
two values appear: 1.5:1 and 6:1. Free mode also
extends some of the ranges, for example you get
Release of 10 to 2000ms instead of only 100,
300, 600 and 1200ms (and Auto).
For preset saving, the plug-in relies on the
host, but also includes a useful A and B register
for comparisons. So responsive and seamless is

the integration that you can mistakenly lull
yourself into thinking that the plug-in itself is
passing audio, then wonder why host Bypass
has no effect! To bypass the unit you must of
course click the Engage button.

Groovy harmonic distortion

A number of ‘extras’ are provided. A Mix control
enables parallel compression, and a HPF
Sidechain is continuously variable from 20370Hz; you can even monitor the Sidechain
signal or the Insert Sidechain. A huge advantage
here is the option to change from Peak to RMS,
the latter being much smoother and more
‘invisible sounding’ than the traditional Peak
mode, especially when compressing more
heavily. It sounds fabulous, and glues the mix
beautifully instead of pumping unnaturally.
Further warmth and goo is provided with the
VCA THD knob which lets you drive the THATS
VCA into harmonic distortion. This is pretty
subtle and never ugly, even at 100%, and I
absolutely loved it for making everything sound
that bit more groovy.
The Bettermaker Bus Compressor is far more
than an SSL clone, with great additional features
and wonderful variable character, precision
construction, and that great matrix display.
Control from the front panel or via the plug-in is
instantaneous and seamless and the sonics are
exceptional.

VERDICT
PROS

Elegant and seamless plug-in or front
panel control of a fabulous sounding
SSL-style compressor, RMS or Peak mode,
variable THD, Sidechain insert and filter

CONS

SSL aficionados might miss the familiar
black meter?

www.bettermaker.eu
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Romesh
Dodangoda

It’s the artist’s record
and I’m there to help
steer us in the right
way, as someone
outside of the band

The Grammy-nominated engineer/producer speaks to
GEORGE SHILLING about techniques, running the Control
Room audio community and keeping busy during lockdown

T

he Cardiff-based producer and engineer
recorded Bring Me The Horizon’s Amo
album which was nominated for a
Grammy in 2019. Other credits include
Motörhead, Twin Atlantic, Funeral For A Friend,
Busted and Kids In Glass Houses. His own Long
Wave Studios in Cardiff boasts a large tracking
studio and a Studio B used for editing,
overdubs and mixing.
Dodangoda has amassed a huge collection
of instruments, most notably drums and guitar
amps, as well as a vast and impressive array of
outboard. These days he also spends quite a lot
of time online running his Control Room
production forum, where students of the art get
to interact with Dodangoda and a healthy array
of other successful professionals. He kindly
included me recently: it seems the advice flows
freely and usefully for all concerned, and
recently he has been running live video Q&A
sessions with producers like Mike Crossey
(Resolution V18.4), Chris Sheldon (Resolution
V19.1) and Dave Eringa (Resolution V18.1).
Dodangoda has developed relationships with
a number of manufacturers and helped develop
the SSL Fusion and the STL Tonehub plug-in.
We recently had a video chat and talked about
all these things, as well as some of his other
favourite gear choices.
Have you kept busy during lockdown?
There are mixes coming through, so that’s really
good. My assistant is working from home and I
can still go to my studio — it’s just me on my
own, and it’s less than five minutes away.
Have you got a setup at home?
No, not really. I try and switch off a little bit
when I go home. I like to go in, focus and get
loads of work done.

good, and all I’m concerned about is, what am I
fastest on, and I can use Nuendo with my eyes
closed.

staying, so it was quite important for me to
make sure that all the drums really locked in,
because it’s not a nice sound when you’ve got
programmed drums and real drums flamming
against each other — not with their kind of
music, anyway.

How much of the effects, chorus, reverb etc.
were baked-in before the mixing?
I bake in a lot of stuff. Even if I’m multi-miking
guitars, I sum them all to one channel before I
record them. If there’s a sound I like I just want
to commit and move on. I also take the DI for
every channel because it gives you an ‘undo’,
you can always go back if you have to. It’s also a
great editing tool to be able to see the
transients. With the guitar parts, we printed a

Is that a lot of Beat Detective?
Yes but I use Steinberg Nuendo, I have done for
years and I’m still using it. I’ve got Pro Tools in
my studio, but usually that’s for when things
come in for me to mix, and we just get them out
of Tools and put them into Nuendo. We’ve
reached a point where all these DAWs are so

INTRODUCING THE NEWEST MEMBERS

D Squared Digital Wireless Family
• excellent flexibility
• ultra-fast setup
• studio quality audio
• ultra-low latency
• superior RF
performance

DPR
(digital plug-on
transmitter with recording)

How did you record the Bring Me The Horizon
album?
I spent two months out in California with them;
we did it at Sphere Studios. We did songs in
batches, and we’d alternate between Studio A
and B. Maybe one week we’d record drums for
four songs in Studio A, and then for two weeks
we’d move everything into Studio B and do
overdubs. Then we’d move back into A, and
that kept things nice and fresh. I didn’t want to
be in the same room for the whole two months.
And that was your idea?
Yes, I wanted to use the Neve desk for the
drums and the SSL for guitars. I think the
assistants hated me for it! Every time we moved
back into A to do drums, I’d ask them to get me
back to as close as possible where we were. So
they were going round with laser pointers,
measuring distances. They were brilliant though.
How much of it is real drums, and how much
programmed?
It’s a combination of the two. There’s a lot of
loops and electronic drums, as well as real
kit. I’d always get the demo, and I knew that
there was some programming that was

DSQD/AES-3
(digital receiver)

®

www.lectrosonics.com
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Our systems are
networked, so as
soon as I’ve
finished, my
assistant sees it
and can be
editing that song,
and I can move
onto the next
song
/ Phil Campbell of Motörhead at Long Wave Studios

lot of the delay effects in, because they were
sounds we’d created, so it would make no sense
for us to spend all day creating a specific sound
then deliver it dry. Lee and I spent a lot of time
playing with chains of pedals!

/ Dodangoda with just a few of his many guitars
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Tell me about your Kemper preset pack and
the guitar plug-in…
I had a lot of people asking how they can get
hold of guitar sounds for Kempers [a digital
guitar amplifier and all-in-one effects

processor] so I teamed up with a company
called STL Tones, and we initially created a
Kemper pack which had a bunch of my guitar
sounds that I’d miked up through my cabs and
outboard, and that did really well.
A little while after that they approached me
about a plug-in. We spent a lot of time working
on it, and I’m so happy with how it ended up.

/ Interview

This time we were able to utilise some new
technology to capture the sounds, instead of
the Kemper method. We got so close to what
the real mics on the amps sounded like. I also
get a lot of songs to mix that I haven’t recorded,
and sometimes the guitars are not recorded
very well, so it has saved me a lot of time
recently. You can download my pack with 64
amp tones.
Can you sell all those amps now?!
The amps still have the edge, I won’t be selling
them, but it’s scary how close the plug-in [STL
Tonehub] gets. But there’s still something about
the air hitting the mic, and it’s a fun experience
— guitarists love coming to the studio and
seeing all the amps — it’s like a playground.
Recently I got this head switcher by KHE, and
that’s been a game-changer for me, because
we used to have to unplug one and plug the
next one in, get the guitarist to play a bit, and
by that time you’ve forgotten what the previous
one sounded like. Now, on-the-fly, while the
guitarist is playing, I can just switch amp heads,
and I don’t have to do any un-patching.
Are you still using NS-10s?
I am still using NS-10s! I’ve tried to use other
monitors; Genelec came down and showed
me their new ‘The Ones’ and they sound
amazing. In America I used the PMC 822s a
lot. I’ve just been using NS-10s for so long,
the frequency curve is engraved in my brain,
so it’s quite hard to snap out of it. The one
thing I have used lately is Sonarworks
[Reference 4 room equaliser plug-in, reviewed
Resolution V18.4].

And do you have a subwoofer?
I’ve got a Genelec 7360A which is amazing.
In Sonarworks do you have a tilt, or a bass
boost?
No, we analysed the room with the sub at a
decent level, but then I don’t have Sonarworks
running at 100%, I have it running at about 70%.
The one thing we did do is set up the Genelec
correction, they call it SAM [Smart Active
Monitor], so we corrected the sub to my control
room, and then did Sonarworks on the whole
system together. A lot of people hate NS-10s
because they’re so thin, but when you put a sub

with them it becomes such a powerful system.
The key is that you’ve got to have a sub that has
a lot of headroom.
Are you particularly good at focusing bands
on getting a coherent album which doesn’t
veer away from a main style?
I think when I’m working on an album it’s very
much a team effort. It’s the artist’s record and
I’m there to help steer us in the right way, as
someone outside of the band. We’ll make sure
we pick the right songs, I’ll spend time doing
pre-production with the band or listening to
demos and make sure the songs and

Getting
the Thrill
Across.
CUSTOMERS’
IP PROJECTS
http://j.mp/LawoCustProj

Watch them
on YouTube.

/ Recording Bring Me The Horizon
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/ Dodangoda’s Long Wave Studio 1 control room

I get questions online, and it’s usually from fans
of bands asking: How did you get this guitar
sound? Or how did you EQ this snare drum? I
thought, there’s got to be a better way to do
this than clogging people’s timelines. I’d been
wanting to set up an audio community for a
while, but I didn’t want it to be just about me.
I’m really fortunate to know so many talented
producers, engineers and mixers from around
the world, and I wanted to see if they’d get
involved in this community. I was quite nervous
about launching it, but just on the launch day
we had so many members join — it was the
encouragement I needed — that people were
finding this interesting. It’s become a resource
for people to find out loads about production.
We have done Q&As with people like Mike
Crossey, Chris Sheldon, Andrew Scheps, Will
Putney, Cenzo Townshend, lots of great people!
For me what’s been great about it is people who
are learning and people who are professionals
are existing together in this thing, and it’s
working really well. It’s so supportive, and
producers are so willing to share stuff. Some of

/ We see why STL Tones asked Dodangoda to make an
amp plug-in…
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the pro’s have said they’ve learnt about so many
new plug-ins they had never discovered, and
new ways of doing different tasks. It takes a bit
of time, but I find it enjoyable discovering new
things every day. I wanted to have somewhere
where people could share techniques and tips in
a way that isn’t a load of nonsense.
How do you prevent nonsense?
I think just by having a really small subscription, it
sifts out the time-wasting people and keyboard
warriors. I made the subscription as low as I
could because I wanted the information to be
accessible; right now it’s £2 for the first month.
I’ve also teamed up with someone so we can
offer discounts on pro-audio gear and plug-ins
to members. It’s been great that a lot of brands
have also wanted to get involved too! I’m really
happy with how it’s all gone and look forward to
developing Control Room even further.
www.romeshdodangoda.com
Instagram @longwaveromesh
www.control-room.net
Instagram @_controlroom_

Even if I’m multi-miking guitars, I sum them
all to one channel before I record them

Remote Production Special
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Tim Bran’s step-by-step guide to remote recording
Cameron Craig remote mixing with Katie Melua
Simon Power editing & sound design for Doctor Who
Mike Aiton keeping voice-to-picture in sync for post
Simon Hayes post-lockdown high-budget film and TV
Tommaso Colliva making Zoom-collaboration music videos
Roland Heap a Covid-safe remote ADR solution
Dante long-distance GPS clocks+500km=9.5ms round-trip
Genelec calibrate Pete Boxta Martin’s monitors from afar
Lawo prepare KQED FM’s remote Master Control Room

Recording artists remotely
TIM BRAN’S step-by-step guide
have a visual connection with the artist.
4. Download the Muteomatic plug-in from
www.soundradix.com

Operating the artist’s computer
remotely

Once all the above is installed on both
computers, get the Teamviewer ID and
password of the remote computer. When the
artist loads Teamviewer they will see this
information. On your local computer: log in and
go full screen so you can use their computer as
if you are on it. Wetransfer or Dropbox the
session files to the remote computer if they are
not saved locally to it already.

Setting Up real-time playback
/ Tim Bran (one-half of production duo MyRiot) has
been recording Natalie Imbruglia remotely

I

have a scenario that has been working well
for me in the past few weeks, and I wanted to
share it in the hope that there might be
something that is useful for you too. I have
combined a few free or cheap software
packages to enable this easily.
I’ll explain how to:
Operate a DAW on an artist’s computer
remotely and record vocals/instruments.
Stream the audio from that remote DAW,
including the live mic, back to yourself.
Use a talkback system from your laptop
directly to the artist’s headphones, which mutes
when you hit play or record on the remote DAW.
Adjust the artist’s headphone mix, and even
turn their speakers on and off in their room to
listen to tracks.
This method has been seamless for me, with
virtually no lag or delay and no crashes. It’s as
close to being in the studio with an artist as it
will get …for the moment. The only cost is for
the Audiomovers plug-in ($99.99 yearly).
Teamviewer will run for about four hours on the
free version, but upgrade is cheap if using
professionally. All the other plug-ins I’m using
are free. I use Logic Pro but this set-up will
apply to any DAW (when I refer to Bus, replace
with Aux In if using Pro Tools).

Installation

1. Head over to www.audiomovers.com and
grab ListenTo — their plug-in that enables
live streaming of the output of a DAW to
anyone in the world with a web browser,
even on a phone.
2. Download Teamviewer
3. Download Zoom or Skype — I run these on
my iPhone so I can mute all audio and still
34 / May/June 2020

On the remote computer: load the DAW. Put
the ListenTo plug-in on a Bus (open the mixer
window in Logic and press ctrl-N), Aux In on
Pro Tools; in the session of the remote DAW — I
use Bus 10 — name it ‘Stream’. Set the buffer
delay in the ListenTo plug-in to 0.2 seconds.
Set the output of this Bus to No Output. This
is so you can have a different mix to the stereo
output of the remote DAW.
If the artist is ‘software monitoring’ the
recording
microphones
at the
remote
location, just
send those
to the
‘Stream’
buss as well
for your
monitoring.
In one of
the scenarios
I have been
working in,
the singer is
monitoring
directly from
the input of
their
interface (as
/ Natalie Imbruglia posted an image
there was
of her home-made vocal booth
some
latency which was off-putting for them). So I
have software monitoring on, but I make a
Vocal Record channel and pull the fader down
(so they don’t hear it). I then send a Pre-fader
send to my ‘Stream’ buss so I can hear the mic
live. I also send every track and reverb buss to
Bus 10 so I can monitor them all. If I want the
vocal louder or any other level adjustments, I
just alter the Bus sends.

When a take is recorded, drag it down to
some vocal playback tracks, which feed the
artist’s headphones or speakers, as well as to
you, for listening back. Log in on the ListenTo
plug-in on Bus 10 and name it ‘Stream’. Copy
the link and paste it into the browser on your
local computer to monitor it live.
Load some audio, press play, and you should
hear it live to your browser, via ListenTo. This
works without any changes in the Chrome
browser. If you are using Safari, follow step 13 at
audiomovers.com/faq/.

Setting up remote talkback

Make a mono bus (Aux in on Pro Tools) in the
musician’s DAW.
Name this ‘Talkback’. Add the ListenTo
RECEIVER plugin (part of the Audiomovers
package) to this bus. Add the Muteomatic
plugin in the slot after ListenTo.
Run a DAW (I used Ableton Live) on your
local computer and either use the internal
mic, or a microphone into an interface, and
put a channel into input monitoring (again
put the output to No Output so you don’t
hear it).
Instantiate the ListenTo plug-in on that track
and login to
your account
(they allow you
to use multiple
logins and
multiple
streams)
— name the
stream
‘Talkback’ in
the plug-in and
start
transmission
— copy and
/ The free Muteomatic talkback
paste this
plug-in from Sound Radix
stream URL
into the LISTENER plugin on the remote
computer and hit connect. You now have live
talkback to their DAW that cuts when you hit
play or record!

After recording

When all your recordings are done, Wetransfer
(or Dropbox) the resulting session back to
yourself from the remote computer.

Controlling headphone mixes

I was also making monitoring changes to the
singer’s headphone mix by using Focusrite
Control software on the remote computer —
this can adjust balance between the live mic
input and the DAW playback.

/ Remote Production Special

Remote mixing and editing
#1: Mixing the forthcoming Katie Melua album

C

ameron Craig (Resolution V7.4)
is a 2-time Grammy award
winning Producer and Mixer, his
many credits include UNKLE,
Adele, Annie Lennox, Grace Jones, Sia,
Joe Strummer and Tina Turner.
CAMERON: Katie very much wanted to
be involved in the mixing, we started out
together but shortly after the lockdown
was announced we realised that wasn’t
tenable.

Remote software choice was very much based on usability
at the artist end. I didn’t want to get into a situation where it
was tricky, and I might end up trying to fault find over the
phone. I also didn’t want to restrict her on what she could
listen on, whether that be her speakers and headphones, or
from the laptop and earbuds. I’d not used Audiomovers before
but it had a one-month payment option, so if it didn’t work out
there wasn’t too much lost — but it did work out — and I’m
now a happy subscriber.
Video and talkback was done over Zoom. I did have a
talkback mic set up with the Muteomatic plug-in that went
down the Audiomovers line, but as Katie listened on
headphones a lot, it became a little distracting — she would
take the headphones off at the end of a
pass and then not be able to hear me — so I
just reverted to using Zoom for talkback as
well as video, and just had to remember to
turn the mic on/off. The only downside was
that Zoom was on the same machine as Pro
Tools, so I couldn’t use the spacebar to
unmute talkback. I did set up a third monitor
to sit the Zoom picture on, and I moved the
webcam onto the monitors so I wasn’t looking into the camera
all the time. At the end of a pass I would just turn to the Zoom
screen as if she was sitting next to me, it ended up feeling
quite normal by the end of the project.
Quite often there were bandwidth issues mid-afternoon as
the internet would slow down, but I was able to downgrade
the stream to 320kbps from 16-bit PCM, there was no need to

restart or reconnect, the setup was
amazing for it’s robustness and
simplicity.
My next project will be a film
soundtrack mix with the guy I usually
share my studio with, but he’ll be in
Scotland and I’ll be in London. There
won’t be time to upload the entire
sessions and film, so I’ll be logging into
his computer via Teamviewer to control
his Pro Tools, and listening via
Audiomovers back to me. We just
finished a test and all went well… we just
need to keep his kids off Netflix!
www.cameroncraig.info

#2: Editing and sound design for Doctor Who

S

imon Power is the sound
designer, editor and composer
for the BBC’s Doctor Who and
Blake’s 7 full cast and single
voice audio dramas.
SIMON: As soon as lockdown was
announced, the BBC stopped outsourcing to studios for close-miked
audio work, instead favouring actors
and VO artists with home set ups. There

was a transition period of a few weeks as actors settled in at
home, but now the recordings have begun to trickle in.
When there have been an ensemble of actors recording
from remote locations, I’ve noticed that each separate
recording presents its own set of challenges. Reflective rooms,
children, traffic — lavatories flushing!
Getting a workable end result has been much tougher than
usual and reliant on swift edits, tight gates and a lot of RX.
Luckily for me, I’ve edited voice from budget studios many
times, so I know a few tricks. But it’s still very time consuming
work to make someone at home sound like they’re on a distant
planet’s surface in Andromeda.
I think what really needs to happen is for an engineer to
spend some time on video link with the artist chatting about
the technical side of things before the recordings take place.
Lockdown happened so quickly, so unfortunately this was not
how it worked. Once we get through this teething period,
things will improve. But I believe we need to get back to pro
studios as soon as possible. Otherwise the drop in quality may
be passed on to the customer, and that’s completely
unacceptable.
Some of our Doctor Who voice artists have full-spec home
recording studios, which is great. Once I have the raw files for
the single voice classic Doctor Who audiobook range I can
begin work adding sound design, Foley, and composing a

score. This normally takes about a week
to ten days, as the unabridged readings
can be up to five hours long. My studio
is at home in attic space, so self isolation
hasn’t changed anything once I have the
files. I’m just missing the daily trip to
Costa Coffee, so I sit in the garden and
talk to the cat instead!!
www.meonsound.com
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Post production
MIKE AITON explains keeping voice-to-picture in sync for ADR or VO
HD genlocked (referenced) to video syncs —
otherwise every time you hit play, your audio
and video may be up to a frame out of sync in
either direction — randomly variable every time
you hit play. Without a genlocked system, your
video (once started out of sync), can then
perturbate and vary its lock to audio like a
drunk fish on a bike.

Professional solutions to stay in sync

A

s often said in the Star Trek engine
room, “ye canna change the laws of
physics Jim”. It is physically impossible
to play along with someone on the
internet due to latency, so they do this by
‘cheating’. When you see people playing
together, one is playing to the other, but not
live; one end is pre-recorded and it is cut
together in an edit. It is a simulation - like many
famous ‘duets’ — where the two singers never
met each other or even sang together.
I remember going to Dave Stewart’s
(Eurythmics) house in the early ‘90s in London
to record a simulated satellite link. We asked
Dave a few pre-scripted questions, and videoed
his answers. The tape was sent to the American
TV host, who then played this edited prerecorded tape in as a local VT to his studio
audience, and asked the same questions live on
TV. To the viewer it looked like they had paid for
a very expensive satellite link to Covent Garden:
“It’s entertainment Jim, but not as we know it”.
In post-production, our needs are to remote
record either ADR (Automatic Dialogue
Record) to picture or voice-over/narration
record (often to picture), to review the picture
and guide audio for fx or music spotting
sessions and conference with a team, or to mix
review to a remote director.
The problem with ‘the internet’ is that it is a
bit like living in a large city, the traffic is very
unpredictable, and often total chaos. Latency
(like city traffic) is not fixed and is a very
variable feast.

Measure your system

When you want to work remotely on the
internet, get rid of the elephants in the room
first. Make sure your family are not streaming
Netflix and all unnecessary software (including
browsers) are switched off.
Firstly: have you actually measured your
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system’s performance? What is the video sync
delay of your Mac Pro 5.1 huffing and puffing
with 400 tracks of Pro Tools playing back some
lousy H264-via-desktop HDMI? What’s the
span (variability or perturbation of the sync)?
Obtain a Sync-One 2 from Harkswood Services
Ltd and measure your system sync
performance so that you know the very best
your system can achieve with this session.
Secondly: transcode the video to a non
inter-frame codec that Pro Tools video engine
works well with (like DNxHD36 or ProResProxy)
and enjoy the difference.
Thirdly: consider playing a bounce-down of
the stems to reduce computer load? I am
assuming that, as you care about sync, you are
running your video card, Pro Tools, and its Sync

In my experience, the only software that has
cracked keeping longform audio and video in
sync to transmit over the internet is Source
Elements’ Source Sync Pro. The price of
admission to this feast is buffering delay, often
2-7 seconds (with a good connection both
ends), and stereo transmission only. But for mix
review this is where it is at. The other alternative
is to have Source Connect Pro (or Pro X for high
bit rate and multichannel) on your machine and
your client to have a machine with Pro Tools
and Source Connect Pro (or X) and use the
Remote Transport Sync function.
If you were weaned in the era of
synchronisers then you would get that Source
Connect RTS ‘pre-advances’ the remote session
to allow for latency. For this, each computer
must have identical Pro Tools sessions. The SC
RTS software (or the synchroniser in the old
days) measures the time for the journey of the
sound from B to A. It then advances B by this
amount so the two are locked together by the
offset amount. If A (this is the clever bit) then
issues B a play command (i.e. controls B’s
transport like with 9 pin control of a VT
machine) but locks to and chases B’s incoming
positional information, B is the positional master
but A is the controller and virtual master. This
means that because B is in advance of A, when
B’s audio arrives at A it is in sync with A i.e.
‘virtual play together’. Because each machine
has its own local pictures, B’s performance
happens in time to picture at B (but before that
time has actually occurred at A). When that
time actually occurs at A, B’s performance
arrives perfectly in sync to A. This is how you
can do in-sync remote ADR or in-sync remote
multi-channel mix review.
Don’t forget though, B should NEVER hear
A’s actual audio, as that would be double the
delay distance out of sync. There have been
recent papers about playing in sync with
remote musicians using Dante and GPS
clocking, but this has relied on both parties
being connected to the ultra-fast JANET
academic network. The GPS solution gets rid of
the clocking issues, but latency is still the tusk
to wrestle.
www.mikerophonics.com
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Post-lockdown film and TV
As filming resumes SIMON HAYES gives a sound mixer’s view

Credit: Warner Bros

/ Filming Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them

T

he UK government has given the green
light to the British Film Commission
(BFC)’s production guidance for film
and high-end TV drama. The guidance
builds on the government’s Covid Secure
guidance for workplaces, and explains how
Covid-19 safety measures can be applied to
film production, from hair and make-up to
bringing international cast to the UK. It is
hoped this will mean the UK screen sector can
safely restart production as early as July. While
high-end TV drama production remains on
hold as we write, productions such as popular
ITV soap Coronation Street are already set to
resume filming.
The BFC’s chief executive Adrian
Wootton acknowledged “ferocious”
competition among countries worldwide to get
their film industries operational post-lockdown,
in order to attract inward investment and
maintain their skill-base. Around £1bn of film
and TV production in the UK is estimated to
have been suspended because of the
coronavirus lockdown, which started on March
23. “I would like to think that certainly for the
large-scale movies and high-end television, this
will give them the information and guidance
they can use so we will see a resumption in
production this summer”, Wootton suggested.
British Film Institute chief executive Ben
Roberts said: “Our film and TV industry has
been growing faster than any other sector,
generating over £7.9bn a year in GVA to the UK
economy and employing 166,200 people — so
creating scalable guidance to help restart film
and high-end TV production as safely and as
quickly as possible has been paramount.”
Resolution spoke to Oscar, BAFTA and CAS
Award-winner Simon Hayes to get the film
sound mixer’s view
Will Covid-19 mean a retreat from multicam in
filmmaking?
I do not think high budget film or TV shows are
going to reduce the amount of cameras
shooting. Production may try to reduce

cameras, but in my experience even in
situations where they intended for a second or
third camera body to only be used on action or
stunts, I am sure that the moment the shoot
starts, and the pressures of time plus schedule
manifest, we will be shooting wide and tight on
multiple cameras again.
Should this concern location sound people?
There could be a thought process amongst
some production sound mixers if that happens,
and dialogue has to be ADR’d, then it is not
their problem — this would be a huge mistake
on many levels. In my opinion the trickle-down
effect of committing to ADR will have the
unfortunate effect of reducing sound
department crew numbers. Producers may
think: “We know we’re going to have to ADR as
you can’t use radio mics, so we’re happy to just
have you and a boom operator (1st AS)
capturing a guide track”.
Would this be a retrogressive step,
creatively?
That will place us back into the ‘80s and ‘90s,
where some directors expected to ADR — due
to shooting multiple cameras before production
sound mixers had access to multiple tracks,
reliable radio mics and other steps forward in
equipment technology — that have enormously
helped our ability to capture original
performances in high quality.
Along with that workflow comes a very
tangible erosion of respect for our craft on the

Credit: Sam Mcghee/Unsplash

/ Social distancing will be required when filming resumes

set which of course leads to a negative impact
on the whole movie, as audiences struggle to
engage with whole scenes of ADR, and a lack
of belief in the performances. The most fragile,
magical and delicate element on a film set is the
actors original performance. It is the main facet
every member of the crew is hired to nurture,
from DP to production designer to costume
designer, we all have that single responsibility as
a priority, our jobs are to support the actors and
help them tell a believable story.
A major component of that performance is
the dialogue we capture. Often re-recording
that performance in the sterility of an ADR
studio months later has an incredibly negative
effect on audiences’ ability to believe a
character and the narrative, especially when
multiple scenes are committed to ADR and not
just the odd line of dialogue here and there.
Are radio mics critical to capturing live
performances?
I think as production sound mixers it would be
a mistake to think we can record usable
production dialogue without radio mics, which
I feel would be impossible due to the current
way we use cameras on film sets. I’m
concerned we could damage our craft
irreversibly and potentially erode all the great
work we have all done, building respect for
capturing original performances in movies and
TV in modern times.
Will providing a safe working environment
require additional crew?
I am 100% supportive of safe working practices,
cleaning and disinfecting equipment, hiring
specific crew whose tasks are to ensure lower
risk of exposure to the virus. I feel strongly we
should be looking at additional crew members
to create safe workflows, with backroom
assistants keeping equipment sterile, primarily
for the sake of health and safety but also for the
positive impact live dialogue and original
performances have on the cinema going
audiences.
I urge all production sound professionals
working on films and TV to read the excellent
document which 36 Production Sound Mixers
from AMPS (Association of Motion Picture
Sound) have written as guidance, regarding
how we can help using modern techniques and
equipment to provide a safer working
environment on film sets for the whole cast and
crew post Covid-19.
www.amps.net/news/soundcontrolmeasures
http://britishfilmcommission.org.uk/guidance/
regarding-covid-19-coronavirus/
www.imdb.me/simonhayes
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Zoom-collaboration
music videos
TOMMASO COLLIVA — Nic Cester’s Eyes On the Horizon Fan video

/ Colliva in his Milan studio

I
Resolution editor NIGEL JOPSON writes: The
collaborative Zoom music video has become a
staple of the lockdown era, magically defying
the laws of physics and internet audio delivery
to bring us something that purports to be a
real-time performance. As Tim Oliver of Real
World Studios observes in his column on page
15, some of these music videos require as
much suspension of disbelief as the TOTP/
Solid Gold ‘live’ TV music shows of the ‘80s.
However, many of the better Zoom
collaborations include audio recorded locally
for each performer.
Zoom collaborations which include authentic
sound are obviously all the more interesting
for it. We get to hear the local acoustics of the
performer’s room, and their artistry on
whichever instrument was to hand. Artists
have realised that the more troubled the
times, the more fans value seeing their
favourite artists without their usual production
values, without the glossy filter — as human
beings just like their fans — getting through
these troubles. As long as it’s all in time, of
course. And with a kicking beat.
This realism channels the psychology of
fan-dom, where our brains respond in
empathy when we see someone that we
normally admire in a professional media
context suddenly behaving just like us. There’s
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an open door, the possibility of a ‘new
paradigm’, for both major and indie artists to
take these newly redefined relationships into
the post-lockdown world.
Tommaso Colliva has had a busy time since I
interviewed him for Resolution V13.6. Colliva
won a Grammy for engineering and coproducing Muse’s Drones, and technically
supervised their Origin Of Muse 10 CD box
set; Colliva has mixed several
acclaimed albums including Grammynominated Fatoumata Diawara’s One and
Damon Albarn’s Syrian Orchestra 2LP, he
produced Razorlight’s Olympus Sleeping and
his own jazz funk brainchild Calibro 35 has
been sampled by DrDre on his Compton
album. Colliva is also developing a
microphone called Periscope: “…an omni
condenser with compressed and distorted
sound by default! We’ve been working on it
for two years now and after extensive tests
we have a final version. Butch Vig, Sylvia
Massy (Resolution V17.8), Joe Barresi
(Resolution V15.8), and Chemical Brothers
are loving it, and we’ll be launching orders
soon.”
I asked Colliva to lay out for us some of the
detailed work required to assemble the audio
for a true ‘location recorded’ Zoom
collaboration video.

collaborate with a lot of different
artists and during this isolation/
quarantine/lockdown period
many of them came up with all
sorts of ideas which they asked me
to help with: some projects were
pretty straight forward, some
more challenging.
Amongst the latter Nic Cester
(formerly form Australian band
JET) wanted to involve his fan
base performing one of his songs
‘Eyes On The Horizon’, whose
studio version was produced by
Jim Abbiss with myself recording
and mixing a few years ago.
This time, the idea was to
produce an entirely new version of
the song only using bits recorded
by fans at home during lockdown.
In order to do that Nic and his
team made a very simple
click plus guide vocal track
available for download, and asked
fans to record themselves — both
audio and video — while playing
the song: any instrument they
wanted!
To ensure sync fans were
instructed to CLAP on the forth
beat of the metronome count off
just before the song started.

A global fan project

In just a handful of days Nic
received almost a hundred videos
from all over the globe (Australia,
all over Europe, South America,
North America, Asia…) with quite a
big variety of instruments and
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recording situations: drums recorded in
the bathroom, father and son using all
sorts of percussions, metal kids soloing
over the song beginning to the end,
sitars, ukulele etc…
The size of this response was
quite unexpected and most of the
performance — I’d say 98% — were
recorded through smartphone mics and
cameras so the sound was… well let’s
say, not perfect!
I guess that’s the moment when Nic
and his team realised they needed a bit
more work than a quick mix to truly
represent the event that happened:
people coming together from all over
the globe to perform a song they love.
Instrumental to the whole
process was Nic’s right hand musical
man, Brazilian drummer Daniel Plentz,
who coordinated the whole project,
receiving all videos, importing audio on
Pro Tools and making a first selection of
where and how to use all parts.
That’s where I entered the project.
After receiving the session from him I
started checking all syncs and studied
material to form an idea of what we
could use to build this giant puzzle.
First came the technical side. Dealing
with 100 badly recorded tracks is not
easy at all so quite a bit of time was
invested in polishing recording: filtering
highs and lows, de-noising, muting
supposed to be silent parts and so forth.

/ “How many guitarists?” — the Pro Tools session screen

Keyboards and electric guitars fields
were quite varied with loads of parts.
Electric pianos, mellotrons, psychedelic
delays, fuzzed up solos, bluesy licks, afro
rhythmic clean tones… All sounds
helped a lot diversifying the
arrangement and making it interesting.
Finally vocals needed to be the
obvious protagonist, and we had mainly
Nic leading the song, but with a lot of
other singers too including an eight
year-old Aussie who ends the song.

Musical considerations

With Nic we decided to approach this in
a very creative way allowing ourselves
to mangle, twist, chop and edit all bits
we had. It felt a vey old school way of
working to me, very different than
making records in 2020 — all about
presets and standardised sounds. It was
more reminiscent of my teenage years
spent on hardware samplers trying to
make things happen, resurrecting audio
chunks taken from dusty vinyl… only
difference was that we had camera
recording this time!
The song is supposed to be quite
groovy, and luckily there were three
good drummers and several usable
percussion contributions. That was
enough to create a good library to take
bits from to have a solid backbone for
the whole song to be expanded with
exciting bits on choruses. The problem
here was the sound was definitely not
ideal, and I had to sweat a bit and rely
on all sorts of tricks to somehow create
the solid low-end bass drum thump we
needed.
Bass was way easier. We had several
good players sending DI’d recordings
and I think we really have to thank them
for those! We ended up using a different
bass player for each section and taking

Creative editing

/ A spreadsheet catalogued the musical parts

licks here and there to augment the puzzle even more.
The next important element was acoustic guitar and we
had several options to consider — ten or so. We opted for
using some clean-ish ones and some more Lo-Fi/Beck/Dust
Brothers sounding ones to create a good dynamic journey
throughout the arrangement.

Last but not least there were also video
consideration since the whole point was
making a video content, and we had to
weigh if our creative editing
endeavours were going to translate in
video world: if the two puzzles could
actually match.
Working with video editor Mattia
Salvadori and OLO Creative Farm
was great, we created a shared
document with all edits listed in both
timecode and bars/beats, with a huge
grid detailing what was used and where
so he could put together the video
accordingly.
All in all there were two crazy days
producing and mixing, filled in a very
balanced way with painful problem
solving, big creative effort to make the
most out of what we had, and a
technical challenge to have the final
result sounding fantastic and driving.
Eyes On the Horizon Fan video
www.bit.ly/EyesOnTheHorizon
www.toomi.it
scopelabs.eu
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Your ADR rig is at your door
ROLAND HEAP explains a unique and flexible remote ADR solution
fully appreciated the costs and complexity of
fitting out a vehicle really well, I started thinking
about a different approach: rigs which could be
sent to the houses of artists.
I imagined a system that could be run
completely remotely, from anywhere in the
world. I use remote desktop apps all the time
for accessing computers at the studio from
home; why not create a rig based on the same?

T

he start of lockdown was met with
mixed emotions. Like everyone, I’d been
watching developments on the news,
wondering how on earth a pandemic
would affect the lives of me, my family and my
employees. By the time it finally arrived on the
23rd March I’d already sent all our staff home,
and as I drove through the deserted streets of
London to mothball our Soho studios I felt part
terrified and part relieved by the arrival of a sort
of certainty after weeks of mixed messages
from the powers that be.
Work had already slowed to a trickle. Our
next feature, a film for Sony, had been put on
hold, and our next TV project — the
forthcoming season of Bulletproof for Sky
— was not due to lock for another six weeks,
assuming it wasn’t also delayed, which was a
strong possibility.
As I locked everything up and over-watered
the pot plants, I wondered what would happen.
Would the business be able to survive? Would
the work return? How long can a succulent live
without water?
I comforted myself by contemplating a
period of proper enforced down-time with my
family — something I’ve not had for a number
of years. But it was not to be.

The Call

The very next day, a call came from the
excellent post production supervisor Dan
Bentham, who had been looking into ways of
allowing his projects to continue through
lockdown. He’d found solutions for mixing,
editorial, pretty much everything except ADR.
“Ro — can you think of a way we can do ADR
with zero contact?”
I began brainstorming the idea. My first
thought was a mobile ADR van, which could
drive between the houses of artists. The rear of
the van would need to be subdivided into a
booth and control room, and it would need to
be fully air conditioned and self-powering. The
idea progressed as far as blueprints and
conversations with leasing companies — but as
it looked like the intensity of lockdown could
shift to something more severe, and once I’d
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The Parameters

We listed the parameters we wanted to achieve.

• They should be as simple and with as few
points of failure as possible.

• Lightweight, compressed into as few boxes
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

as possible, occupying the smallest space for
easy transportation.
As they will be assembled by actors in their
own homes, some of them older and
perhaps not strong, every component
should be easily liftable.
Setup should be as non-intimidating and
quick as possible, even to someone with zero
technical knowledge.
Once set up, the actor should be able to
focus 100% on their performance — not on
hitting record, not on holding a mic — purely
performance.
The technical quality of the recorded ADR
should be as high as possible, every
component in the signal chain should be
industry-standard.
We wanted the sessions to run as close to
‘normal’ speed as possible and to feel as
familiar to the artist as possible, with
streamers, beeps and high quality video
playback.
Remote relay of the session should be
possible to clients, directors, dialogue editors
and so on, and everyone should be able to
see and speak to everyone too!
There were also the critical virus
‘transmission protocols’ to consider. These
included:
Zero person-to-person contact.
All potential virus transmission paths
considered and mitigated.
Every item cleaned and disinfected before
each session.
Anyone involved in transportation should
only touch the equipment if wearing PPE.

Hardware

I’m a big fan of Focusrite kit generally; I wanted
an audio interface I could re-use in the studio in
the event that the remote ADR didn’t pan out
— so I chose their lovely X2P, a small 2 channel
desktop interface with great preamps and
headphone amplification which runs over

Dante. The great thing about them is that all
functions — including mic gain and phantom
power — can be controlled remotely.
We have been renting out location mics to
recordists and ADR studios for the last few
years and always try to match the mic in an
ADR session to whatever was used on set. For
the first show we wanted to attempt ADR on,
we knew they had recorded with Schoeps CMIT
and DPA 4061 mics, so that was what we
specified.
The heart of the rig would be the computer.
As a Mac user for 20 years I was not about to
change course at this critical moment. I thought
about using a Mac mini, but the appeal of
having something battery powered which
incorporated a screen, trackpad, camera and
keyboard was too great. A MacBook Air would
be underpowered, so a MacBook Pro was the
only real option. The next question was — how
to protect it? We chose the SKB iFlyer cases
— a rack below, a protected computer cover
above. Installing a rack drawer would enable
the interface to be well protected below the
computer, which also appealed to my sense of
aesthetic!

/ Sound Disposition compact remote ADR rig

I then spent a while thinking about making
them road proof. I needed to be able to guide
the artist through setup easily over a call so I
knew that having clearly labelled connections
and colour-coding would be of great help. I hid
away a plethora of hubs and network switches
in the base of the case, safe from accidental
tampering. I got out the soldering iron and
made a custom rack panel so only the essential
connections appear on the rear.

Software

We decided from the outset that if we were to
get the best possible recording quality and
experience for the artist then recording had to
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happen locally — on their machine. A little lag
whilst controlling a rig was a far preferable
option to unpredictable and out-of-sync
playback for the artist, or low quality streamed
audio being recorded. This would mean putting
Pro Tools on each rig and operating it remotely.
For the remote control of the rig I tried a
number of remote desktop apps; they all had
merits and quirks, but in the end I settled on
Anydesk as the primary, and Teamviewer as the
backup.
The recordist would also need to be
monitoring in high quality with video in perfect
sync if the sessions were to run as fast as in a
studio. Through trying pretty much every
option, we quickly realised that streaming the
video would not be an option — we found many
solutions that would work reliably over our
leased line, but which failed or stuttered as
soon as one party was on a slower connection.
The key to a reliable session seemed to be
limiting the bandwidth demands on the artist’s
network connection to the bare minimum. This
could only be achieved by streaming audio and
timecode — and of the solutions we tried, we
preferred SessionLinkPro above the others.

Testing

Our first test was to send a rig to the house of
the Post Coordinator. This went surprisingly
well. From the point it arrived at her house we
were able to get the rig set up in about 15
minutes — and we managed a test recording
session with her over her home Wifi without a
hitch, streaming the session to our engineer
Dan remotely. This gave me a perhaps
dangerous sense of confidence in Wifi which
was only to be spoiled later! She could see HD
video, streamers, everyone could communicate
with each other — it almost felt as though she
were in a booth in the next room. The rig
worked. We had a solution.

Acoustic problems

It was evident in listening to the recordings
from the test session that the single biggest

limiting factor in the quality of the recordings
was the acoustics. We’d need to be sending
some acoustic treatment with each system in
the form of sound blankets and supports. This
annoyingly increased the bulk of the rigs, and
meant we had to add laundry onto the list of
cleaning tasks between sessions!
We also realised that fan noise would be a
problem. Even after following every guide on
the internet about minimising MacBook fan
noise, they still had an annoying tendency to
ramp up as soon as the session was underway.
Enter Marc Specter, an old friend and colleague,
and the creator of Kraken Dialogue Editors
Toolkit. He loves a challenge, and within about
24 hours had coded an applet which turns off
the MacBook fans whilst in record — just like a
Red cinema camera.

First session

A couple of days later and we shipped the rig
off for it’s first proper session — in deepest
Norfolk! The actor had hundreds of cues to
record over eight episodes of the series (a
drama for Sky) and would require a number of
sessions. I don’t mind admitting that I was
terrified as the sanitised rig was loaded into the
courier’s van. But it made it safely to their
house, and the setup was as quick as the test
session. The only issue was connectivity — her
Wifi was nowhere near as good as our other
tests, as her router was a distance from the
recording space, which slowed the session.
Even so, we managed to average around
8mins/cue — not bad for a start. But we wanted
to make it perfect, so ordered a next-day
shipment of a long
ethernet cable and
the second session
went swimmingly,
with the average time
per cue dropping
below 7mins.
This rig looked like
it would be staying
there for a bit, so I set
about building the
next two rigs. We did
multiple tests on
every connection we
had access to over
the coming days and
I introduced ADR
/ Poppy Delavigne found
recordists James
the ADR rig easy to
operate
Trusson and Ben Carr
to the technical setup
so they could be remote recordists, as it was
looking like the systems would be in demand.

More sessions

/ ADR engineer Ben Carr operating an artist’s rig remotely

The next rigs went out a few days later. One of
the first went to the house of Poppy Delavigne
who loved it so much she shared the experience
with her 1.5m Instagram followers!
The rigs developed. We ironed out technical
issues, and built in redundancy, shipping each
rig with a 4G backup in case of internet
outages. We organised our own courier who

/ Remote engineer James Trusson

could sanitise rigs whilst on the road, allowing
the systems to travel between more than one
artist in a day. Actors loved using the systems
— I think the novelty of working from home
appealed to many — and for some it was simply
a break from the tedium of lockdown.

Variations

For the lead actress in one of the series, who
did not want to record at home, we installed a
system in a cottage near to where she lives,
which she could access at will. As I was able to
personally install this, we went even further with
acoustical treatment and provided a much
larger video screen. She has been able to
record at incredible speeds — up to about
3mins/cue.
We developed an even lighter-weight system
small enough to be posted, yet still remote
controlled, for artists in the extremities of the
country or abroad. We also created a VO
system with a Neumann U87 for a very well
known actor to use at his home, to narrate a
series for National Geographic.

Future

At the time of writing we’ve done over 30
sessions and around 1000 cues, with many
more sessions booked in, with a diverse range
of productions from around the world. We’ve
got five rigs, and are building more rigs in India
and the USA for specific projects.
I can see the potential for these rigs even
once Coronavirus is a distant memory. Not as a
first-choice option; they will never be quite as
good as getting an artist into a properly
constructed studio, but for situations where for
whatever reason that isn’t possible.
I am very much looking forward to
optimising the setup further. Amongst the
avenues to explore are:
• Room acoustics — these can always be
further optimised. I’d love a self-assembling
sound tent!
• Client relay — improving the sync for clients
viewing sessions down the line — can always
be bettered.
• Even smaller rigs!
• Entirely battery-powered rigs for truly
remote operation.
And I still really want to build that van…
www.sounddisposition.com
0208 801 9190
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Dante long distance
ERIK HIDLE explains how GPS satellite clocks could make live playing feasible

D

r. Paul Ferguson, associate
professor of audio engineering
at Edinburgh Napier University,
has been exploring the potential
of long-distance creative collaboration
over IP networks. The
2019 Innovation in
Music conference
keynote was
sponsored by Dante
licensee Focusrite Pro,
who wanted to
explore the possibility
/ Dr. Paul Ferguson of using their products
and Dante technology
over a long distance.
“My area of research for several years
has been in looking at remote music
performance and production over
high-speed networks; we’re very
fortunate that in the education world,
we’re connected by high-speed
networks for research purposes,” said
Ferguson. “At Napier, we use Dante to
link studios and resources here on
campus, but I always predicted that
local and long-distance collaboration
could come together.”
At the conference, Dr. Ferguson and
Edinburgh Napier University coresearcher Dr. Dave Hook worked with
the London team to demonstrate a
performance featuring eight musicians
playing together. Several musicians were
spread out in different spaces around
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/ The Innovation In Music conference, where Dante Domain Manager
played a key role in a long-distance networking demo [Focusrite]

the University of West London — all using Dante-enabled
Focusrite RedNet interfaces — and one of the musicians was in
Edinburgh, Scotland, some 500km away. [Both universities are
connected to the JANET network (Joint Academic NETwork),
a high-bandwidth 400gbits/sec network created specifically
for use by the UK’s research and education community, with
18m users.] “As far as we know, this was the first time that
Audinate’s Dante was used to connect performers over a
conventional network of such a distance,” said Dr. Ferguson.

Performing in sync together, 1000km apart

The workflow demonstrated at the Innovation In Music
conference has since been successfully repeated between
Edinburgh and Berlin, a distance of more than 1000km.
“We’re very excited about this, especially in terms of what’s
happening now with Covid-19, we’re all desperate to connect,”
said Ferguson. “With a Dante network and with Dante Domain

Manager controlling the zones, we know
we can now connect education
establishments, and I’m sure studios and
production houses will jump on this
quickly.”
Dante Domain Manager is network
management software that enables user
authentication, role-based security, and
audit capabilities for Dante networks
while allowing seamless expansion of
Dante systems over any network
infrastructure. Dante Domain Manager
organizes a network into zones called
‘domains’ that each have individual
access requirements, making it clear
and easy to know who can access any
area of the system. All activity is logged,
tagged, and date-stamped so problems
can be quickly identified and solved.
“We all know that Dante Domain
Manager allows you to create and
manage separate subnets — connecting
various types of studios, workstations,
and resources within a facility — but
usually within the same building or
campus, perhaps just a few miles away,”
said Ferguson. “What happens if a
studio needs to connect to a
broadcaster that’s geographically
separated by a great distance? The
problem, it turns out, was with clocking.”

Global sync via satellite

Commercial streaming of audio over the
internet is now common and works at

/ Remote Production Special

long distances, but that type of audio is
unsynchronized, compressed and
generally very high latency due to the
lack of reliable timing. Using a longdistance network, Dr. Ferguson realised
that with two new Dante Domain
Manager features — support for SMPTE
2110/AES67 compliant devices in Dante
workflows, and support for GPS
Synchronisation — would allow for a
completely synchronised, lossless
system that spanned hundreds of miles
with incredibly low latency.
“This was an excellent advancement
for network audio; basically, we can
forget about clock issues. Now each
network subnet can be locked to a GPS
satellite clock in its immediate
proximity,” said Ferguson. “Those
satellites are all linked and have a
common shared time, so wherever
you’re connected and clocked around
the globe, it’s effectively the same world
clock. Universities and education
establishments around the world using
Dante networks and Dante Domain
Manager can now connect to and
collaborate with other locations within
their education system, or connect with
other universities, such as we have.”
GPS synchronization allows for each
zone to be governed by its own master
clock, keeping the devices at each site
locked. With clock limitations overcome,
a Dante network can perform over any
distance, passing the full bi-directional
channel count without a glitch.

Photo: Brian Greaves-Henriksen

/ Dr. Paul Ferguson (left) prepares the
technical crew
/ The system diagram for UWL’s Innovation In Music event [Focusrite]

data packets sent from London to Edinburgh. But with the
university network being live, it meant that at peak times,
traffic could force this round-trip time to 15ms or more, with
occasional peaks of up to 30ms.
“There’s certainly a trade-off between acceptable latency
for the musicians versus system performance,” said Ferguson.
“We erred on the side of caution and set the buffer on our
interfaces to 20ms at each side for a total of 40ms overall, an
absolutely usable threshold for the synth textures we were
getting from Edinburgh.” With the success of the
demonstration, Dr. Ferguson now predicts that long-distance
collaboration within education will flourish, but also sees the

What About Latency?

With Ferguson’s live performance
demonstration, latency was
undoubtedly a concern. Yet, even with a
firewall to contend with, early tests
revealed a 9.5ms round-trip time for

Photo: Neil McLennan

/ Live improvisation between Edinburgh, Berlin, Belgium and New York
during the NowNet Arts Conference 2019

Photo: Rich Nevens

/ Three Focusrite RedNet 4 eight-channel
Dante mic preamps were used to get in-house
audio channels on the Dante network

capability having logical equivalents for
commercial use.
“Unfortunately, the COVID-19 virus
has brought a new perspective to
performing, and for gigging musicians,
this GPS clock capability potentially
allows musicians to safely connect and
collaborate over hundreds of miles,”
added Ferguson. “What happens when
artists want to do their next album or
collaborate with others? Until our work
lives return to normal, this presents an
excellent, next-best-thing-to-beingthere option. And even after the ban is
lifted, this will be an economical and
efficient way to bring creativity together
over great distances.”
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Hardware remote setup
#1: ANDY BENSLEY of Genelec remote-calibrated hit making
legend Pete Boxsta Martin’s new studio

A

s finding new ways to work is
the order of the day, now it
seems remote calibration of
speaker systems for control
rooms has become a thing.
Pete has been using 8331 and 8351
SAM speakers for a few years and we’ve
been calibrating them with Genelec’s
Loudspeaker Management software
(GLM). With a combination of Facetime
and Teamviewer, we were able to get
Pete up and running whilst maintaining
social distancing. 258 miles away to be
exact.
Our Smart Active Monitors autocalibrate to the space they are in, so
optimising the frequency response, as
well as the level and time alignment of
the speakers, was taken care of by GLM.
Knowing the quality of the room it was
just a case of ensuring the monitors
were positioned correctly and the
measurement microphone was
occupying Pete’s mix position. Working
together with Pete I interpreted the
measurements and asked him to
physically move the monitors to improve
their performance.

We spent some time playing with the monitor height with
Pete doing all the heavy lifting — one huge benefit of doing
this remotely — I can sit and drink tea 250 miles away while
Boxta gets a sweat on. The purpose of tweaking the monitor
height was to reduce the influence of desktop reflections,
colourations from hardware controllers in front of the mix
position.
Calibrating systems remotely obviously isn’t as immediate

as being in the room, but being able to
‘remote in’ with TeamViewer meant I
could get Pete up and running so he
could start working. Pete knows what
he needs from his monitoring so he was
my ears, and I was just driving the
process and interpreting the data. After
the initial calibration, we used that as a
baseline and I then gave Pete a few
‘tweaked’ versions so he had some
options to switch between. He could
then spend some time listening and
choose a calibration that translated and
had the vibe he liked. Any additional
tweaks he needed could be done easily
over TeamViewer and saved into the
speakers later.
When Pete took over the room he
inherited a gorgeous pair of Genelec
1035 main monitors and a 7071
subwoofer, so the plan is to go down
later in the year and get everything
playing nicely together. Doing this
remotely isn’t 100% ideal, but finding
ways to adapt, communicate and get
people up and running despite the
current climate is the aim of the game at
the moment.

#2: CLARK NOVAK explains how Lawo prepared radio station KQED’s remote Master Control

I

n San Francisco, NPR (National Public Radio)
member station KQED observed other
stations in the US where personnel were
unable to access their facilities due to
Covid-19 shutdowns, and took action to ensure
remote access to their FM‘s Master Control
Room and adjacent production facilities.
“We had to ask ourselves what we would do if
one of our staff members tested positive for the
virus. How would we produce our daily
programming if the facilities were off-limits?”
says Donny Newenhouse, Executive Director of
Broadcast Engineering and Operations at KQED.
“We knew we would need the ability to run our
Master Control Room from a remote location.
We also needed to remotely-control the three
production studios where our daily call-in
program, Forum, originates. All of these rooms
have Lawo sapphire mixing consoles, so we
called Lawo and asked — how can we do this?”
“There wasn’t an off-the-shelf solution to
remote-control the sapphire consoles and also
control the integrated networked systems, but
our engineering staff had some ideas,” says
Herbert Lemcke, president, Lawo Corp.
Americas. “A key aspect of the solution was to
44 / May/June 2020

use KQED’s spare sapphire mixing surface as a
remote for the one in MCR by using CANBusto-IP converters to connect to and control the
station’s console core and Nova73 router.”
KQED’s engineering space at Sutro Tower
(the main transmission site for many Bay Area
TV and FM stations) hosts the emergency
remote setup, a solution already employed by
KQED’s television operations, which have a
backup TV Master Control at Sutro. Using the
sapphire surface installed at the tower site,
KQED’s operators can directly control the
operation of the sapphire located in the

station’s MCR for complete control of all satellite
feeds and local programming sources.
The second part of the project — creating a
‘virtual studio’ at Sutro for operators to produce
the daily Forum call-in program — required a
different kind of remote control. For this, Lemcke
and Lawo R&D engineer Andreas Schlegel
designed a touchscreen mixing console interface
using Lawo’s VisTool GUI Building software. This
connects via IP from the Sutro Tower site to
KQED’s downtown studios, which gives
complete access to all mixing functions and
console resources in the station’s three control
rooms, including the codec pool, broadcast VoIP
phone system, Dalet playout system — even
talkback and mix-minus channels.
The entire physical and virtual remote control
solution was executed, tested and proofed in
under a week, and reports from operators on
the virtual studio implementation have been
very positive. “With the combination of
hardware remote control of Master Control, and
VisTool virtual control of our studio mixing
consoles, our contingency plans are in place
and ready should we need them,” says
Newenhouse. “But we hope we never will.”!

Playlist

The 11th influential album

It became a social-media lockdown meme for audio pros: I’ve been given the task
of choosing ten albums that greatly influenced my taste in music.
One album per day for ten consecutive days… so what’s the guilty-pleasure 11th?
Erica Basnicki
Artist
Album
Why

Lou Reed
Metal Machine Music
It’s just noise! But
melodic noise. Noise
that reveals new, fresh moments
every time I listen to it. A fraction of
a second of feedback that creates a
little hook or rhythm in my head. It’s
my brain trying desperately to
make sense of the chaos; give it
some kind of form, rhythm or
structure. Creative sparks fly as the
guitars melt into oblivion and I
absolutely love the experience.

Dave Robinson
Band
Album
Reason

Album
Why

Geoff Love and his
Orchestra
Big War Movie
Themes
The craft and impact of film and TV
themes was apparent to me early
on in my musical development, but
when I was young the original
soundtracks either weren’t available
or were very expensive. Geoff
Love’s ‘cover versions’ were
reasonably priced and pretty close
to the originals.

Nigel Jopson
Artist

Album
Why

Artist
Album
Why

Afrika Bambaataa
& The Soul Sonic
Force
Planet Rock,
The Album
Old-school hip-hop, released in
1986. A catalogue of innovative
producers (including Arthur Baker,
Skip McDonald, John Robie, Doug
Wimbush); vocoder voices, gang
vocals, Harmonizer feedback,
sample stabs, weird synths and —
above all — TR-808 beats. The song
‘Planet Rock’ became the first
gold-certified vinyl 12-inch single…

Status Quo
Dog of Two Head
Banned domestically,
Dog of Two Head is
my go-to guilty listening pleasure
whenever I’m alone. Never otherwise
given to the air guitar, I can’t resist
when listing to this early offering
from the mighty Quo.

Mike Aiton
Artist

Album
Why

George Shilling
Artist
Album
Why

808 State
Ex:El
This landscape of
rare samples,
analogue beats and raw synth
sounds from the early ‘90s
showcases the Manchester trio
having fun with the musical palette.

Kevin Hilton
Artist

David Kennedy

The Small Faces
Ogden’s Nut Gone
Flake
This is a fabulous
album which isn’t perhaps an
obvious choice as a “great” and
serious work of genius, perhaps due
to the overt silliness imparted by
Stanley Unwin and the barmy
storyline, but it is musically brilliant,
sonically rich, full of spirit and the
daftness all adds to it being utterly
heart warming.

Danny Turner

Artist
Album
Why

Russell Cottier
Artist
Album
Why

Earth, Wind & Fire
I Am
The production on
this album is mindblowing, to have achieved a record
of this precision in 1979 is a
testament to the ingenuity of the
entire team involved. Of course I’m a
big fan of George Massenburg too,
who worked on this record.

Why

anon
Beatles, Bach &
Bacharach Go Bossa
As a sub-ten years
young kid, I have no idea why I
ended up with this record — possibly
a sister’s cast-off — but for a while, it
was one of only two or three albums
I owned. Here’s the thing — this
album was wall to wall classic
melodies — Eleanor Rigby, Fool On
A Hill, Do You Know The Way To San
Jose plus JS Bach. Okay it was
cheesy, but all those good values
seeped in my young spongy brain
and I reckon were ultimately a very
timely and useful influence.

Nik Kershaw
The Riddle (1984)
He wasn’t cool and
had a unibrow, but
Kershaw was a hugely underrated
songwriter. He’s also a brilliant
guitarist. The Riddle had all the hits,
but it’s the other album tracks like
‘Easy’ (Mark King on bass), the
ethereal ‘Wild Horses’ and achingly
beautiful ‘Save The Whale’ that
make this my best-kept secret.

Alan Branch
Artist
Album
Why

John Broomhall
Artist
Album

Andrew Lloyd
Webber
Variations
As a former youth
cellist I was drawn to the main
Paganini theme, but oh how I loved
Gary Moore’s jazzy rock and
acoustic guitar offbeats. It was jazz,
rock, prog, fusion, classical and a
total musical cornocopia that takes
you on an emotional and melodic
journey. It opened my ears to
complex time sequences, and jazz
at young age. Pure fun!

Scott Matthews
Passing Stranger
This is a British
album of quality and
passion, Mathews an Ivor Novello
Award winning songwriter, varied
compositions intertwined
withmusical idents, I love it, it’s full
of carefully assembled ideas and
sublime productions that I find
wonderful to listen too.

Simon Clark
Artist

Album
Why

Emerson Lake &
Palmer
Trilogy
Three massive egos
who happened to be virtuosi in an
era when musicians were supposed
to have no technical ability, plenty
of anger and a political agenda.
Beautiful melodies, complex
musical constructions, pieces
longer than three minutes, exquisite
playing, and powerful analogue-era
engineering by Eddie Offord.
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Facility

Hardwell’s studios
GIJS FRIESEN talks to studio designer Jan Morel

D

utch DJ Hardwell (Robbert van de
Corput) has been one of the top DJs in
the world since he released ‘Show Me
Love vs. Be’ in 2009. He has been
crowned ‘World’s number one DJ’ by DJMag in
2013 and 2014 and has been ranking high in that
list ever since. He is the founder of record label
Revealed Recordings and every Saturday night
he is the host of ‘Hardwell On Air’ on Radio 538,
one of the leading radio stations in The
Netherlands. Although Robbert has taken a
sabbatical “to be completely liberated from
targets, interviews, deadlines, release dates,
etc.”, he tells us in the ‘Revealed Podcast’ that he
can still be found in his studio five days a week.
Robbert produces and mixes his own tracks
— not something that is self-evident for all DJs
— and for this reason he has built various
studios over the years in collaboration with
studio designer Jan Morel. One day in 2012
Robbert called Jan asking him if he could turn a
bedroom at Robbert’s parents’ house into a
high-end studio. This kick-started Jan’s career
46 / May/June 2020

as a designer, and in the past years he has built
studios for David Guetta, Martin Garrix, Oliver
Heldens and many more. That call in 2012 was
also the start of a working relationship between
Jan and Robbert that has resulted in four

/ Hardwell with studio designer Jan Morel

beautiful studios (so far!). The most recent
studio has just been completed, a high-end
facility on the beautiful Dutch Caribbean island
of Curaçao.
“Before building studios, I used to run a
music shop providing audio equipment to
studios and artists like The Vengaboys and 2
Brothers on the 4th Floor,” Jan tells me. “They
focused on equipment, but little time and
energy went into the room acoustics. This
changed at some point, especially the hardstyle
people started demanding a better sound in
their studio. That’s how I got involved.” Just

/ The studio in Breda has Genelec 1034B main
monitors with a 7073A subwoofer

after finishing a studio for Bingo Players, Jan
got a call from Robbert, because he had seen
this studio and wanted ‘something similar’.
Robbert wanted to build his studio in a spare
bedroom at his parent’s place. “We really had to
work with what was there. There was a big
window, for example. We had to cover that up
with acoustic panels. You don’t want a window
on your left and a wall full of absorbers on your
right, that’s never going to create a balanced
sound!” But despite the imperfect conditions,
Jan managed to create a good sounding studio
that produced plenty of dance-floor hits for
several years. After he became #1 DJ in the
world he kept on using it, until he moved to a

/ Hardwell’s Curaçao studio makes extensive use of Artnovion panels and LED lighting

new house in 2014. Then Robbert called Jan
again. The new house featured the perfect
location for a studio in a capacious basement.
Jan and Robbert wanted to take the next step
with this studio, and monitoring was an
important part of that.
At the original Studio Hardwell a pair of
Focal SM9s were used, in the new studio Morel
decided to up the game with a pair of Genelec
1034Bs with a 7073A subwoofer. This started a
collaboration between Morel and Genelec that
is still on-going.

Another long-term collaboration Morel has
established is with Artnovion. “I wanted
acoustic panels to create a room that sounds
good, but also looks beautiful. Many studios still
use Rockwool to improve the acoustics. You
can easily bring the reverb time down with that,
but it’s not going to create a balanced
frequency response. Artnovion panels are
mathematically designed by their engineers.
With a combination of Artnovion absorbers and
diffusors I can create a room that sounds good
and is not just ‘flat’.”
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/ Hardwell performing in Ibiza

Morel is not a fan of spectrum analysers. He
does most of his work by ear. “The frequency
response may look balanced on an analyser,
but it can sound completely lifeless. I prefer to
listen and make all my decisions by ear.”
Getting the right looks in a studio is equally
important for Morel. “I try to create a unique
studio every time that both looks and sounds
great.” He combines a good sound with good
looks in his own ‘Jan Morel Signature Line’ of
desks and speaker stands, with built-in
absorbers and diffusors.

We’re going to Ibiza. And Curaçao

In 2015 Robbert had plans to build a studio on
Ibiza. Together with Morel he made plans for a
new studio and they ordered all the necessary
equipment. But Ibiza became too much of a
‘hot spot’, so he decided to transfer his plans to
Curaçao. In recent years Curaçao has become

‘the place to be’ after the season ends on Ibiza
and Robbert decided he wanted a studio in a
new house he was going to build on the Dutch
Caribbean island. But most of the acoustic
panels that were bought for the Ibiza studio
didn’t match in size and were made of a type of
wood that didn’t suit the Curaçao design very
well. Using these panels was simply not an
option for the new studio. “The panels were
really beautiful, it was a shame not to re-use
them”, says Morel. But the DJ himself came up
with the solution. He decided it was the right
time to start realising a listening room at the
office building of his label (Revealed
Recordings) in Amsterdam. A lot of acoustic
material meant for the original Ibiza studio
could be reused there. “It was a great solution
and it turned out to be an amazing listening
room in the end.”
Morel tries to do something different with

/ The Curaçao LED lighting changes colour at the touch of a button
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every studio he builds. With the use of nonstandard acoustic panels, custom logo designs
on bass traps and diffusors, and — a special
Morel feature — LED lighting. For the Curaçao
studio, he used a new line of panels from
Artnovion, with a bronze finish. “The bronze
panels are very popular at the moment. They
have a classy look that you don’t see often in
other studios.” Jan tells me most of the DJs he
has worked for don’t have many wishes for their
studios up front, but in the Curaçao studio there
was one very important thing that had to be
taken into account: an ocean view. Obviously,
Robbert didn’t want the window overlooking
the ocean to be covered up with a panel.
“This view was actually one of the few
demands that Robbert had for his studio. The
nice thing about designing a studio for
someone like Robbert is that he gives you his
trust and lets you decide what’s best. As a
matter of fact, most of the DJs I worked for
don’t have any demands up front.” This was
certainly confirmed by the answer I got myself
when asking Robbert a few questions about his
role in building the new studio. He answered “I
just wanted a great studio, and that’s what I
asked Jan to build.”

The right tools for a room with a view

In the Curaçao studio Genelec 1237As were
used with a 7071A subwoofer. As a second pair
of monitors, Morel installed Genelec 8330As.
“The challenge with the Hardwell sound is that
his low end is very dynamic. Sometimes the
sound system in a club doesn’t reproduce that
very well. That’s why he also has a pair of
Genelec’s The Ones now, to be able to make
two mixes: a real club mix and a ‘smaller
speaker mix’ compatible with smaller venues or
radio/Spotify.”
Robbert’s workstation consists of Logic with
an Apogee Symphony interface, various
plug-ins, but also some high-end analogue
outboard. “I have noticed that UAD plugins have

/ Genelec 1034B monitors are popular with the Dutch DJ

/ Facility

/ Checking the sound of the new Curaçao control room

become less popular, instead a lot of DJ’s are
moving towards real outboard.” Maybe they
have actually been inspired by the UAD plug-in
emulations? The DJ/producer uses a Manley
Massive Passive and Tubetech SMB 2C
multiband compressor in his new studio, and
Morel recently got asked to install an SSL Fusion.
Morel also made a template in Logic, so all
the hardware outboard can be routed with one
mouse click. “Robbert works somewhat like an
explorer when it comes to gear. He is not a
technical engineer, but he knows exactly what
kind of sound he is looking for. So he
experiments with various gear, and picks the
gear he likes best.” Robbert is one of those guys
who have the ears to appreciate the extra depth
analogue outboard can give to his mixes. It is
probably no surprise that Robbert does

/ Creative viewpoint: Curaçao

everything himself: producing the tracks,
mixing them and mastering them. He is in
charge of the whole thing from start to finish.
And with the studios he owns, he has the right
tools to do it well.
Morel Muziek BV and Robbert have a history
of building studios together since 2012. Building
them is different every time, but the steps that
are taken to be able to create a great studio are
always the same for Morel. “You start with a
meeting, face to face. With talking to each
other. Just some small talk, about nothing and
about everything. This way you can get a feel of
how someone thinks and what it is that he or
she wants. And when visiting someone, you can
immediately see what someone’s style is by
looking at the interior design of their house.” If
you would simply tell Morel: ‘I’ve got a room of

/ Morel’s custom Genelec ‘Ones’ have a shine…

X squared meters with ceilings that are Y
meters high’, this wouldn’t work for him. He has
to see the room and get a feel of the person he
is working for. If Morel has an idea of what
someone wants, he will start sketching, talking
to his builders, discussing with Artnovion and
he will start creating a nice LED lighting plan.
This way of working has been fine-tuned over
the years with the various Morel-made studios
for Hardwell and other DJs. And it is unlikely
that the studio on Curaçao was the last studio
Jan Morel and Robbert will build together…
@HARDWELL
www.morelmuziek.nl

/ Studio designer Jan Morel at his showroom
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A Day in the Life

/ Piers Morgan questions via loudspeaker instead of
earpieces (note windsock on the lightstand)

Peter Bailey
Resolution follows an ENG location sound mixer through his
day broadcasting Good Morning Britain live

I

must be the luckiest sound mixer in the world
right now. Like every other location sound
person, I immediately lost all freelance work
booked, but I’m very fortunate to have a job
in news broadcasting (on Good Morning Britain
for ITV), which is pretty much the only TV
being made at the moment. With everyone
paying full attention to the pandemic, there’s a
demand for news. But the job has changed
dramatically…
2am Nowadays, due to social distancing, the
crew have to travel to location in separate cars,
our first challenge of the morning. Jeff the
camera op lives near me and we would often
travel together on longer journeys, keeping
each other awake — but not anymore. It’s
practically impossible to get coffee or breakfast
on the road, so we rely on Red Bull to get there
and packed lunches.

/ A snood-protected Bailey outside the temporary
NHS Nightingale hospital (formerly G-MEX
conference centre)
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As the crew on the ground, we’ve been
given responsibility to assess situations to
ensure we don’t come into contact with

Covid-19. The first rule we decided on was: “we
don’t go indoors”. Our reasoning is: we see
every surface as possibly being contaminated,
and the air in each room likely to fill with a
mixture of our — plus our contributor’s — moist
breath, coughs and sneezes.
So we now do all of our broadcasting
outside. If we absolutely need indoor shots,
Jeff will mask-up and go in on his own to get a
couple of cut-away shots as quickly as
possible, to play during our live interview: but
only if Jeff feels comfortable. Both Jeff and I
now wear masks or snoods every day (I wear
two snoods), we keep our distance and we do
not touch each other’s equipment. This is
probably the biggest change to our work
pattern, as I would always help set up lights,
the satellite link, run cable out or set up the

/ GMB live from the Humber bridge, with stand-mounted Sennheiser MKH816

Not getting the
newsletter?
Don’t panic!

Because this is all audible to the viewer now
that we use a speaker, there is a huge
compromise on the broadcast quality, and some
extreme mixing happening both at my end, and
in the studio to avoid a horrible mess of audio
feeding back — and the viewer hearing the
presenter both in the studio and the delayed
version at our end — at the same time.
When you watch one of our live broadcasts
today, you will hear the tail end of the
presenters’ question twice, once in the studio
and once on location. But safety comes first!
Microphones: I no longer use lavalier mics at
all, and the whole broadcast is now on boom.
You might assume I use the popular
[Sennheiser] 416 short shotgun, but you’d be
wrong!

FORWARD THINKING AUDIO GEAR

Sign up at www.resolutionmag.com/newsletter
for the all-new, fortnightly Resolution email
newsletter, featuring exclusive Resolution features
and content, news and competitions, and more!

TITAN

COMPRESSOR LIMITER

As we’re an early morning programme, it’s
still a little chilly and I can see the condensation
rising from people’s breath, up to my boom
mic! The germaphobe in me can’t handle this,
so I use my venerable but strong and reliable
MKH816. It’s a 35 year old T-powered
microphone [‘Tonaderspeisung’ 9-12 VDC
across pin-2 and pin-3 of the balanced cable].
Really heavy but great. With this mic I can get
further reach, back off from the interviewee or
reporter, and avoid possible contamination.
Although I do spray it with Dettol after every
job, just in case!
When we have more than one interviewee at
a time, Jeff the camera op now has to frame for
a much wider shot than usual while the
interviewees keep 2 meters apart, so the
MKH816 is perfect for this. A 416 would struggle
on these types of shots. If it’s a simple piece to
camera, then sticking the 816 on a stand works
rather well in the right conditions.
Good Morning Britain airs on ITV (British
free-to-air commercial TV network
Independent Television) for three hours daily
from 6am and is hosted by Susanna Reid and
the controversial Piers Morgan. The show has
become increasingly popular since lockdown
with a recent peak of 1.8m viewers.
www.petebaileysound.com
www.itv.com/goodmorningbritain
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LiveU — I feel quite bad now — as I have to
just watch Jeff crack on with most of the
setup on his own, while I relax in my car with
the heater on.
5am When we get to location, we first
establish which way the wind is blowing. We
never want to be downwind. We made a
windsock out of a light stand and a plastic
disposable glove for a bit of fun — but it
actually works perfectly!
Another huge change to our workflow is
how we deal with IFB [Interruptible Foldback].
Instead of giving the interviewees earpieces so
they can hear the presenters talking to them
(usually Piers Morgan), we now use a
loudspeaker to avoid cross-contamination. No
matter how well-disinfected the earpieces, I
wouldn’t want to put them in anyone’s ear after
use by someone else. The reporters have their
own, so we don’t have to worry.
Using a speaker may sound a simple and
obvious thing to do but it really isn’t: the reason
we use earpieces is so that we don’t hear the
presenters’ spill-through at our end, and the
viewer only hears the presenter in the studio.
There is also a delay between the studio and
our location, which means when the presenter
has finished asking their question in the studio
we are still receiving it a second or two later on
location.
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The C725 provides classic studio microphone
performance using a hybrid of vacuum tube and solid
09:04 state technology, and the advanced dual-diaphragm
capsule used in our C700 and C716 microphones. A
separate high voltage regulated power supply is
provided, with five switchable directional patterns and
a unique “sun/moon” selector switch to provide you
with control over “tube character” and dynamic range.
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